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. THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., March 3,1956

EXCITING AFFAIR — More
than 1,200 persons were thrilled during the colorful and exIfi)Ming homecoming of Mt. Pis.
gab High school, located in
Shelby county just off Highway 64 last Friday evening.
Among the top features were
the crowning of the school's
first queen, two action-filled

basketball games and a short
stimulating address by Principal S. C. Harris. Prof. Harris
told the audience: "I consider
it a privilege as well as an
honor to be able to take part
...in this first homecoming of
Mt. Pisgah High school, a
school that was born just a
few months ago, but has grown

with an enrollment of 432 high
school students." He told the
audience that the institution
has 15 teachers, seven b u s
drivers, three maintenance
helpers and two cafeteria ernployees. He added: "We are
proud and grateful for this
modern, beautiful plant. And
trust that we can help the boys

and girls here to become good
citizens. Tonight is one I
shall never forget. History is
'being made in this place."
Shdwri are scenes from the
history making affair. T o p
photo left: Pictured is the
Queen and her court. Left to
right seated are L a v e r n
Moore, second alternate; Prin.

Mt.Pisgah Homecoming Draws Crowd Of11200
CORRESPONDENCE
' Friday night, Feb. 24 was filled With much excitement out at
the new Mt. Pisgah High school
In Shelby county just off of highway No. 64.

The atmosphere was charged
with suspense as more than 1200
men and women, boys and girls
filled the beautiful and spacious
new gymnasium to witness the
first "home-coming" game and

the coronation of the first "Miss
Mt. Pisgah — Home Coming"
Queen and "Mr. Esquire", the
home-coming king.
In colorful ceremonies, preceding the games,.Miss Matti(' Ella

Thomas, a senior, and Lavarne
Bogard. also a senior, were crowned King and Queen. During the
ceremonies, Miss Marnette Joyner:the NFA "Sweetheart", was
introduced and presented w it h

1955-5 basketball season. Aft.
er the coronation the Wood.
stock Lassies met the Fayette
County Training school Horne.
teers and lost 65 to 25. The
Woodstock Aggies defeated the
Fayette Hornets 78 to 43. Other features included a duet by
Bernice Burns and Allis 31,

Rembert, presentation of gifts
to the Queen and Princess with
Maurine Holman and Wayne
Smith as gift bearers, and pre.
sentation of Miss Debris Cole.
man, Fayette County Training
school. Paul Watson, c a m.
paign manager for Miss Burns,
was meaty el ceremonies,

Upper left the queen Is flank.
ed by her attendants and their
male escorts as crown bear.
ers approach. Front row Ru.
bye Shackleford, 11th grade;
Alma J. McKee, eighth grade;
Shirley Bentley, princess;
Queen Bobby J. Bums, seated, ninth grade; Betty Jones,

cipal M. Jarrett. of Allen
White High school; Principal
S. C. Harris, of Mt. Pisgah;
Mamette Joyner, NFA sweetheart; Frankie Mae Allen,
Queen of Allen Willie school:
Mettle Ella Thomas, Queen of
Mt. Pisgah; Lavern Bogard.
Mr. Esquire;' Willie Frank
Benton, master of ceremonies;

Floris Harris, first alternate;
and Jane Bills. Second photo
top from left shows the Ike.
wire cheer leaders of Mt. Pis.
fah school. In third photo top
from left Mt. Pisgah students
form school letters during erremonies preceding the basket.
ball games. In bottom photo
left are members of the girls

flowers. Willie Frank Benton. pres-!INTRODUCE PLAYERS
ident of the Student Council and
Following the coronation cereeditor-in-chief of the Mt. Pisgah monies, the players of both teams
annual, presided over the cere- and their coaches were introduced.
monies.
They were as follows Allen White
The highlight of the coronation Boys Team: Grimes, Lyellen, Mcceremonies, was a masterful ad- Kinnie, Phinnesse, Hender, Shirdress delivered by the dynamic ' ley• Watkins, Woods, Smith, Sain
principal of the school, Mr. S. C.!Shivers and Spcights. The coach
lis Mr. Sanders. Allen White Girls
Harris.
'team:. Johnson, Fitzhugh, Cable,

9
7

and boys Jasketball teams of
Allen White High school, of
Whitesville, Tenn.. who played the Mt. Pisgah teams. Mt.
Pisgah girls defeated Allen
White, while Mt. Pisgah boys
lost. The Mt. Pisgah teams
are shown in second photo
from left at bottom. At left
in picture are Principal liar.

ris and C. Italliburton, coach
and in right of photo Is James
Scott, coach. In action-filled
scene at bottom right, Bobbie
Boyd, at extreme left rear
scores a basket for Mt. Pis•
xah, during the heated game
with Allen White High.(HooksHudson Photo.)

Rhodes, Lockeh, Beard, Cobb,
Fentress, Hamer, Prewitt, Ferguson, Murphy and McKinnie. The
coach is E. L. Rivers.
Mt. Pisgan High Boys team:
Leon Edwards, Perry Hatley, 0,
V. Wright, Columbus Thomas.
James Smith, Noble Boyd, Olando
Taylor, Charles Tatum, Joe Ferby
and S. B. Nelson. James Scott is
the coach.

Mt. Pisgah High Girls teami
Bobbie Halley, Bobbie Boyd, Patsy Ella Owens, Barbara Anderson, Dorothy Anderson, Mahalia
Owens, Charles Etta Brown, Betty Jean Dodson, Addis Robinson,
Cammie Jett, Dallas Donelson and
Gustee Stokes, Lola Davis is the
manager and Mr. Halibortos is
the coach.

9

Ilk SPIRITED CROWD of alumni, parents, students and visi.
tors witnessed the Homecom.
ing activities at Woodstock
Training school Feb. 22. The
activities began with the core.nation of Miss Bobbie Burns,
as Queen, and Miss Shirley
Bentley, as l'aincess for the

nth grade, and Joyce Gary,
fifth grade. Second row, same
order Eddie Harris, Robert
Branch, Mason Reltherford,
Jesse Mason, team captian;
Larry Hill, John Ballard and
Eddie L. Bell. Crown bearers
are James Ricks and LaJuana
Barden. Upper right, Queen

Bobby Burns is crowned by'
team captain Jesse Mason.
Lower left, are seen Prin.
cess Shirley Bentley, seventh
grade; Queen Bobby Berns,
crown bearers James Ricks
and La Juana Harden and gift
bearers Maurine Holman and
Wayne Smith. Lower right are

the Woodstock cheer leaders.
Seated are Misses Clara
James, Bernice Burns, Lavern
Rogers and Rose Bo y 1 a n d,.
Standing, same order, Misses Attie M. Rembert, Patricia
Wadkins, Rachel Smith, Anna
Wilson and Alice Woods. Miss
Burns, the queen, is a ninth

grader, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charli• Burns, of M. 4,
Box 430, Millington, Tenn. be
is a member of the school
chorus and NBA. She had
1,292 votes. (Withers Photos)
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Gloxina Garden Club
Holds Fine Meeting

SOCIETY
Merry
GoRound

The Gloxina Garden and Art eating talk on roses was given by i
club held its regular meeting on Mrs. Ducilla Tuggle.
li.eetlay, Feb. 7 at the residence
Mrs. Cottrell Thomas gave an
of Miss Lila Northcross. An inter- interesting recipe for a Velentine
dessert. Members completed their
election of officers and made many
wonderful plans for the year.
T h e ladies complimented the
hostess highly for her attractively
decorated home done in a Valentine motif with red carnations used
as a center piece for the lovely
table. She served a delicious ValThe Sans Panel club met on entine salad plate with spiced
tea.
Sunday, Feb. 19 at the home of Members engaged in games and
MIT ABOUT EVERYBODY Ragan who observed bar 76th
Mrs, Ophella McFaden of 353D S. had an interesting program cenWENT to club meetings last weee birthday. Guests brought many
Wellington, Members were happy tered around the Valentine theme.
.. what glamour . . . such nice gifts and the hostess served
to have the president again pie.
and such delicious refreshments.
.
wonderful food
THE OFFICERS
siding
after having been ill.
memora
everymake
this
Helping
to
met
playing!
They
bridge
Officers and members are: Mrs.
Also
on
the
sick
list
is
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
were:
occasion
able
where ..Tony's Gay Hawk.
W, S. Vance, president; Mrs. CotPauline
Brown,
secretary. T w o
Ross Savage, the hostess's par.
at homes
new memebers were added to the trell Thomas, vice president; Miss
, Don't know what it is about pi- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Maroster: Mrs. Sally Johnson and Lila Northcross, secretary; Mrs.
nochle, canasta • . even whist lone, her sister and brother-in-law,
Olga Baskervdle, assistant secreMrs. Ernestine Grove.
Mr.
that make the ladies give such Mr. and Mrs. Fleming Polk,
The group made plans for their tary; Mrs, Mattie Ledford, treas.
Per- and Mrs. Calvin Gardner, Mr. and
games the cold shoulder
urer; Mrs. Ducilla Tuggle, instrucspring formal and cocktail party.
sonally, not being adept at the Mrs. James B. Gordon, Mr. and
tor; Mrs. Louise Bailey, Mrs.
The
hostess
served
a
delicious
a
n
d
Mr.
Johnny
Griffin,
game of bridge . . . I find it Mrs.
Maggie Moore, Mrs. Selma Jones,
menu, and later the group bid
satisfying to handle a handful of Mrs. Ottie B. Davis, Mrs. Ruthie
Mrs. Lucy Lee, Mrs. Dorothy Mc.
farewell to Mrs. Collins, who left
Kings, Queens, ,Jacks and Aces Shilkens, Miss Gloria Jean ShilKinney, Mrs. Ora Gentry, '
for
Detroit
where
she
will
visit
Mrs.
kens,
Rainey,
Miss
Hattie
afthat the luxury of Pinochle
Lillian Boush, Mrs. Martha .Jj
friends for about 10 days.
fords! We can't play whist Doe Gardner, Miss Juanita Gardand Nis. Enid Sims,
Guests on ,this occasion were
cheap! ... A good whist player ner, and Roland Gardner.
Mrs. Pauline Sims, Mrs. Delois
* •
is a gond card player, period.
Agnew, Mrs. Doris Pegues and
YOU SHOULD HAVE SEEN the
It is interesting to note however,
Mrs. Sophronia Johnson.
prefertake
games
certain
that
unique setting in which gracious
Members present were: Mrs.
ence from one section of the coun- hostess Ethel Tarpley entertained
Alberta Toaston, Mrs. Mae Della
try to another. It is clear that in her two clubs on Friday, Feb. 17
Braxton, Mrs. Geneva Bennett,
at the Gay Hawk Restaurant! 25
the South, it's bridge.
•• *
Mrs. Willie Mae Davis, Mrs. Annfashionably dressed ladies s a t
4
Celebrating her 90th birthday on
ie Parker, Mrs. S. Wilson Nelson.
THOSE OF YOU WHO ENJOY around
long table — banquet
Sunday, Feb. 12 was Mrs. Eliza
Mrs. A. Parker, reporter.
playing' cards .,. bridge, whist, style — which was attractive with
Bailey of 2417 Brooklyn. Her five
Five-Up, or just any game at all floral arrangements and combined
children, four daughters and a son,
Trigg,
are:
Martelle
members
pleasant
very
of 782 E. McLemore ave. Cocktheir charm and comraderie to
GUESTS OF THE DINNER
ty given on Saturday, Feb. 25.
.. should find it
gave an elaborate party in her
president; Carrie Nabor s,
tails preceded the card sesThe very lovely affair was
CLUB are shown as they vied
to attend the card party planned make the social side of the ochonor on Monday night to which
Vivian
TarpDeFrances
Hayes,
Canasta
the
of
residence
members
sumptuous
dinner
sion
a
beautiful
and
casion
very
during
the
gay
prizes
held
at
the
by
for bridge
indeed.
they invited more than 100 friends.
ley, Helen Sawyer, Addle Osvfollowed. The Dinner club
moiselles Social club on Saturday, The two groups were members
of Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Young
glamorous Cocktail-Bridge parShe
received many lovely gifts and
ers
It
in.
Photo)
of the Afo Ofa and Sutz Us Bridge
March 3, beginning at 8 p.
flowers.
GarMoyne
'Le
at
held
clubs.
A
be
well
will
selected group of
Rev. Holmes, pastor of Beulah
dens auditorium, and many won- prizes won for tlae hostess comBaptist
church of which she has
winners.
pliments from the ladies as they
derful prizes await the
The members of the Memphis long been an active member,
Members cordially invite you to vied eagerly during the bridge sesCouncil of "The National Council made warm remarks. Mrs. Bailjoin them and make the evening sion to win them. Club prizes for
of Negro Women", requests your ey still sings in the choir.
each group were identical and in.
very gay.
An excellent fisherman, she has
The club roster includes: Mrs. eluded two sets of tall Tilsener
The Sorosis Social club sponsor- cooperation in an effort to make
lived at the same address for
president:
Yancey,
project.
success
of
their
first
glasses,
a
Mae
on
Sunday,
1st
ed
their
annual
tea
Johnnie
prizes: a salad bowl i
" en
The beautiful home of Dr. and beige alencon lace and taffeta asparagus tips with almonds . . Feb. 19. The home of Mrs. Eliza- They are presenting Miss Padrica CO years. Guests were serve,
Mrs. Veola Lamondue, vice presi- on bronze stand with spoon, and '
W. H. Young on McLemore sheath dress with taffeta bow at congealed fruit mold . .. and beth Ross was decorated beauti- Mendez in recital Friday. March excellent menu.
secreMrs.
Halliburton,
a fruit bowl of
k onyx, con
dint. Miss Ann
ave., with its spacious living room, left rear • .. Looking oh so pretty hot rolls, coffee.
financ.! prizes; two sets of
fully carrying out the orchid and 16, at Bruce Hall, LeMoyne coltary; Mrs. Lucille Smith,
unusual bevOther guests were: Mesdames
Shipp,
,
and
fine bar and rumpus room, was Ruth Lewis in black velvet a
Louise
Mrs.
erage glasses, third prizes.
blue colors of the club. Cookies lege, at 8:90 p. m.
cial treasurer;
Maude Bright, Erness Westley, SaBolMarietta Latting, Althea Price •was the perfect setting for the black satin skirt studded with
with orchid and blue frosting. . .
Miss Mendez is a coloratura sosocial treasurer; "Mrs. Gladys
glamorous Cocktail-Bridge party rhinestones • .. Othella Shannon lie Bartholomew, Ruth Beaucham hors d'ouevres in a variety of prano, who has appeared in reShan- and Harriet Walker
den, chaplain; Miss Alma J.
were respecEstelle
Dumas,
Jewel Gentry
s. r tive winners of
as The in Navy blue lace sheath dress...
colors and designs. . .mints. . . citals throughout the state of FlorSutz Us prizes. that the smart set known
non, assistant secretary: M r
Lu- and Juanita
Dinner Club gave for their friends Edith Thornton was stunning in Helen Hayes, Marion Johns, Ma- nuts and frappe were enjoyed by ida, also in Washington, D. C.,
Mary Clements, reporter; Mrs.
Brinkley, Augusta ,
All Coto,, 6.41 C•1or
pink satin beaded dress, while Ad. rietta Letting, Althea Price, Cesick Cash. and Rosa
on Saturday, Feb. 25.
C ow,610••,0011
the many guests.
where she sang before many digcille Newson, chairman of
Robinson were sucneta
Qualls,
taffeta
Maxine Smith, Lescommittee, a n d Miss Carrie cessive winners of Afo Ofa prizes. Guestsbegan arriving as s i x die Jones chose a pink
Club members seen about mak- nitaries, among them, Mrs. EleaReasonably Priced
sye Sugarmon, Ethel Tarpley, Har- ing things very pleasant were:
.• •
Sitting in for club member Sue p.rn., and were greeted by their beaded deass. Johnetta Kelso chose
oore.
nor Roosevelt and Ed Sullivan.
MCI FMITUE 101
Pulpits, Pews. lanthtm,
Ish, was Leola Gilliam who won smartly dressed hostesses, Grace a pale blue satin dress hand em- riet Walker. Louise Whitaker, Jew- Mrs. Helen King, president; Mrs. She has also appeared in other
C••••••••••
T.blm 11.**,.
el
Speight,
Ruby
Gadison, Cather- Elsie Jones, vice president; Mrs.
TAKING A LATE WINTER VA. the ,guest prize. and Mrs, Jennie Y o un g. Addle Owens, Marlette bossed in turquoise blue designs,
env hots, toe
sections of the U. S. Recently she
me
Johnson,
and
which
.
she
wore
with
a
sequinned
Emogene
A.
Watof
James,
Lola
Tarpley received second guest I Trigg. Frances Hayes, Vivian TarMildred Porter, secretary; Mrs. was invited to compete for the
CATION is Mrs.
Lwow Prices 4.M1•410
turquoise blue cocktail hat and killsWylie Sol Cessleges
Naomi Gochett, assistant secre- Mar ian Anderson scholarship
771 N. Claybrook who is visit- prize. Helping the hostess to keep ;pley. Carrie Nahors and Helen
shoes.
Mae .Isom Davenport wore
Mr. score was Erness
1 Sawyer. It wasn't long before
tary; Mrs, Ardelia McGhee, finan- award, which is given annually, SPRINGER FASHION
ing her son and his family,
Westley.
smart beige dress with an unUNIFORMS
Other Setz Us members!a
cial secretayry; Mrs. Alma Brown, to ascertain the best talent.
Lad Mrs. William Latham, of Dewese. 2, D. C. • ATI.ANtA 3, 0A.
present they were sampling the tasty hors
77 Alabama St. 5.w.
..ere: Lessye Sugarmon, Cather- d' oeuvres an sipping cocktails as ' usual , black and beige design at
treasurer; Mrs, Ida Smith, bustroit. Before returning home. she e
General chairman is Mrs. B. A. 510 N SIN.!.
V neckline.
iness manager; Mrs. Louise E. Callaway, publicity chairman,
will visit her sister, Mrs. Lillie me Johnson. Betty Bland, Rachel they chatted away . , . vocally 1 the wide
Exquisite
cuisine catered for the
Chicago.
Carter, Helen Hayes, Frances or secretly admiring the beautiHodges in
Smith, critic; Mrs. Elizabeth Ross, Mrs. L. A. Thigpen. Mrs. A. Ma* • •
occasion consisted of creamed
Hayes, Ida Olive and Louise Whit- ful dresses and shoes.
reporter; Mrs. Mildred Kimmon, ceo Walker is president of the
crab and shrimp in shell . . .1
ENTERTAINING MEMBERS of aker. Other Afo Ofa meAbers ' ADMIRING GLANCES
Mrs. Callie Space and Mrs. Kel- Memphis Council.
'
Mrs.
Zenobia
Drake,
of
691
AyNudye.
the Little Club last week was club present were: Lillian Campbell,! Admiring glances were cast at
ley
ers, was hostess to members of
member Sally Thomas at her home Walterine Outlaw, Alma Booth, Juanita Brinkley wearing a gorGuests Included: Emerson
WANT TO
the
Royal
20
Social
club
recently.
greeted
Ruth Beauchamp, Vivian Tarpley,'
at 3372 Rochester rd. She
Franklin, Mrs. Jana Porter, Mrs.
geous
lace
dress
in
chromatic
She
delighted
the
guests
with
ValNOOK 14IMguests wearing pretty pin striped Marion Gibson, Harriet Davis, VetJackson,
shades of blue, with tiers of rufentine ice cream and cake and Abbie Crump, Mrs. Ada
toreador pants in rainbow colors, ma 5fcLemore, and Mildred Jor- nes,
Vivian
Mrs.
Harris,
Lillie
Miss
GOOD?
as she helped herself to
cold drinks.
with a gold blouse and took pic- dan. Cocktails and a menu of fillet creamed cheese
Washington, Langston Brown, Lecaviar,
and
Members
are
with
wishing
a
.
speedy
tures of the jolly group. Her prizes mignon, creamed potatoes, salad. Leola Gilliam, in
The Home Makers Social club recovery. for Mrs. Rosa Shegog roy Fifer, Mrs. Ida Page, Mrs. MINNEAPOLIS — (INS)—Robpale blue lace
were a lovely charm bracelet, a het rolls, tea and coffee topped off sheath with irridescent sequins, met recently at the residence of and
Willie Ransom who are both Norma Munn, Mrs. Elizabeth ert Blaik, son of the West Point
a n d with apple pie a la
sparkling jeweled collar
mode were sampling the pink caviar and blue Mrs. Dale of 3210 Rochester rd. on the club's sick list.
Crawford, Frank Holmes, Mr. & football coach, and Raymond MalWinning
beautiful handkerchiefs.
served the pleasant gathering.
Mrs. William Trice, Mr. and Mrs. avasi, another former Army foot- Use the best-tasting bait'
Those
present
had
an
cheese.
enjoyable
Mrs.
Hattie
Hall
of
900
Crump
•*•
these prizes at Progressive Whist
James 0. Houston, Miss Erma ball player, were added Monday
evening
and
Reaching
planned
over
for
a
party
for
ct,
will
be
hostess
for
"Social
pickles
and
Lorene
Bodye,
Give him that delicious
were: Carlee
A GALA FAREWELL BRIDGE radishes were Margaret Rivers, March 5 at the home of Mrs. Night" at the next meeting. Mrs. Braxton, Mrs. Magnolia Williams, to the University of Minnesota
McCollins, and Cloteal Shackelford party honored Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Brooks, Mrs. gridiron staff.
Thur.
wearing
a
white
Irene
3253
Horn
Mildred
King,
of
Lake
cocktail
Irene
Cotton
is
president;
Mrs.
rd.
brocade
in that order . • Jean Farrell man who is leaving shortly to live suit, Walterine
Margaret Noah secretary, a n d Irene Bruit, Mrs. Celstine Brown,
Outlaw, in electric A tasty menu was served.
liaywood.won the guest prize. Also in Los Angeles,
Alonza Lee, Mrs. Dorothy WilCalif.
The
blue
crepe,
Miss Alberta Rice, reporter.
affair
gathered
at
the
bodice.
Mrs.
New Hampshire's state flower is
Harris
of
3195
Mythean
Gilmore
rd.
attending as guest was
was given by Mrs. T. J. John. and Betty Bland, chic in black
Miss Loraine Bagan, Bill the purple lilac.
liams,
will be the hostess on March
T h e hostess served a son at her lovely
Koger, Miss Callie Brown. Mrs.
residence on 1022 wool jersey necklace. Rosa Robin- President is Mrs. Irene N. King,
Shrimp dinner, with cocktails. 25. Mrs. Johnson
Beatrice Crenshaw, Mrs. Bernice MONEY - LOVE - GOOD LUCK AND
presented
Mrs.
son
chose
a
white
and
gold
metalsecretary:,
Mrs.
Sarah
Marchell,
each
Comic valentines placed at
Miller, Mrs. Joyce Jenkins, Miss
Thurman with a token of remem. tic sheath dress with saucy bow at and reporter,
HAPPINESS CAN IV YOURS
Mrs. Herma Lee
plate caused many amusing mo- berance. A tempting menu
Naomi
Parker, Mrs. J. Harris,
of fillet rear left
Marion
in
Gibson
Snow.
ments.
Mrs. Dora Tatum, Mrs. Annie
mignon, buttered potatoes, string
Na. helped many people got the things
New officers of the club are: beans, poppy seed
Parker, Mrs. A. B. Fisher, Mrs. they
want in If., Your problems solv•
rolls,
tossed
president, Mrs. Margaret Thomp- green salad, coffee
your ouestiens •nswerod, your
and assorted
The - Socialite Social club mem- Dorothy Daniels, Mrs. Sallie Hale, lucky numbers given. Writs began
Lorene
Look for the sunny-striped
Mrs.
president:
vice
son.
Mrs. Geneva Bennett, Miss Pegcookies were served by the hostbers
were
highly
entertained
at
PROPHET
WARD
CarMrs.
secretary;
51cCollins,
package and IabeL
ess's daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
the home of Mrs. Sallie Mae Fra- gie Male, Mrs. Beatrice Tutwiler P.O. Box 751, Dept. D., Augusta, 13a,
lee Bodye, treasurer; Mrs. Minnie and Mrs. Fleming Polk.
Butler.
Carrie
and
Mrs.
Feb.
20.
The
hostzier
on
Monday,
Guests
Anderson, reporter;. Sally Thom- included Mesdames
Grace Parker,
ess received her guests in a beauas. custodian; Mrs. Cloteal Shack- Mildred Bailey of New
York, Miss
tiful red faille dress studded with
elford.
Georgia Rose Sylvers, each of
rhinestones.
During their business session, whom won the
bridge prizes in
Her menu was equally as beauthe
to
550
give
to
voted
members
the order named; Mesdames
tiful, and consisted of a chicken
NAACP Defense Fund.
Georgia
Quinn, Charles Brown,
4. •
plate with all of the trimmings.
son.
Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres were
IT WAS A ',IVELY MEETING
•• •
served throughout the evening.
when laostesses Ann Nicholson and
SEMPER
FIDELIS
Guest on this occasion was Mrs.
BRIDG Ej
memElsie Thomas entertained
club ,members enjoyed the happy 1
Lucille Taylor.
hers of the Ole Acquaintance
Members discussed their spring
bridge club recently at the Whip meeting that was hostessed by 1
dance soon to he held. An enjoyRestaurant. Beautiful birthday Miss Ardena Herndon at her rest- !
d ence, of 1338 Kentucky st., • on
able evening was h e 1 d. M r s.
gifts were presented to club mem„. h
Saturday, Feb. 25. Mesdames LarMary Delle Gilliams is president;
Hunt...
Geraldine
ber
cenia Cain and Aretta J. Polk
Mrs. Charlene Gould is secretary
doubled her pleasure by taking
were guests of the evening. Roast
and Mrs. Mettle Coleman is re.
first club prize. E. C. Young won beef,
scalloped asparagus, vegeport r
second club prize. Guets on this table
salad,
hot
rolls,
and
coffee
,
who
O'Reilly
occasion were Louise
paved the way for serious bridge;
won first guest prize . , .Donza- playing.
But the three who playFields.
Mary
and
Patterson,
lay
ed
most
seriously
were Miss Maryserved
A tasty shrimp dinner was
della Reeves, 1st prize, Mrs. Anby the hostesses.
nie Simpson, second prize and Mrs,
• ••
Adelaide Settles, third prize.
on
met
MEMPHIS LINKS inc.,
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
• • •
Friday, Feb. 24, enjoying an in306 Poplar at Lauderdale
5IRS.
LEODA GAMMON was
teresting meeting in the intimate
the
affable
hostess
when
Hostess
Inn.
members
Phone S4340
Tony's
atmosphere of
of DeA oue Bridge club met at
was Link Helen Sawyer who greetTony's Place last week. Rare pleaed her guests in her usual sweet , sure was
derived from this
renow
Speight,
Jewel
manner.
siding in St. Louis with her phy-! meeting as everyone took home a
sician husband was in town and prize. However, top three prize
happily took part. Conducting the holders were Alma Booth, Leola
meeting was Link president, Ad- Gilliam and Estelle Dumas.
MR. AND MRS. WALTER
George Washington theme was
ert Miller of 1511 Britton. The
die Jones who presented a wellJOHNSON were married in a
groom is the son of Mrs. Roplanned program. Members enjoy- • carried out with cherry centerquiet ceremony at St. Anthosetta Henry of 1823 LaPaloma.
ed the wonderful menu of barbe- Pieces, mints in patriotic colors ..
First requirement whets you
ny Catholic church on Sunday,
and
A wedding reception was held
the
dessert
was
cherry
carpie
cued chicken . ... steamed
Feb. 12. The bride is the fora la mode.
at the home of the bride's parbuy food and drink for your
rots . . . English peas nestled in
•..
mer Miss Dorothy Mille r,
ents. (Withtrs Photo)
creamed white potatoes. . . Tony's
family is quality: quality you
CLUB
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. RobMEMBER
ETHEL
JOHN
cofand
salad .. and hot rolls
can trust... quality without
SON entertained in a delightful
fee.
manner
question.
That's why you—and
when she was hostess last
•• •
careful shoppers like Yourself—
MEMBERS e,1 OMEGA PSI week to the Sophisticates. Dot McPHI fraternity and their wives Daniel, Ceneta Washington, and
invariably bring home cartons
will trek over to Hot Springs, Ark. Cattle Stevens won the club prize
of Coca-Cola. For seventy
. . . while Leola Gilliam and
this coming week end where they
H
Harriet
Walker
took
the
guest
prizyears,
Coke has been quality
will be the guests of Dr. T. R. M.
Howard. They are all looking for- es. Other guests included Marietleader
in
the beverage Industry.
ward to it . . • and they should ta Letting, Carrie Nabors, KatherIt
merit;
your confidence, and
— Use Our Completely —
have an enjoyable time! The rac- ine Johnson, Dorris Sodden. Vera
I
Howell,
and
Lessye
that of your family.
Sugarmon.
ing season opened last week end '
AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY SERVICE
you know. . .
A DELIWITFUL SURPRISE
BIRTHDAY party honored two on
Words of the Wise
Sunday, Feb. 19 when Mrs. James
110T1110 UNDER AUTHORITY Of INS COCA•COLA DOMINO COMPANY tir
We first make our habits and
E. Purdy entertained in honor of then our habits make
us.
her husband James Purdy, CirCOCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TEN
—(John Dryden)
culation agent with the Tri State
"Coke Is•rsolst•soi smile-smirk
672
SID 1136. 7115 COCA-COLA COMPANE
Defender, and a friend, Mrs. Amy

Sans Panels
Welcome Two
New Members

By Emogene A. Watkins

Celebrates Her
90th Birthday

The Dinner Club Enjoys Glamorous
Cocktail-Bridge Party At Youngs

Sororis Club
Sponsors Tea

Group Presents
Soprano Mendez
On March 16
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M

WonderfulTime
For Royal 20

Mrs Dale Fetes
HomemakersClub

!Ma& And Malayasi
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Gay Party For
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PROPHET WARD

For quality
without
question
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RECORD SHOP

'
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SPECIAL! SPECIAL

Something New!
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE'
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GREENSBORO, N. C. — War- the board, said the new president
CAPETOWN, South Africa
moth T Gibbs, dean of the School received a unanimous vote of the
(ANP) -- Angry white women
of Education and Science at A and 15-member hoard. "I am confident
demonstrators, shouting cries of
"police state," were ordered out
T college since 1929. was elected that the college will continue its
Negro workers, especially in
of the gallery last Tuesday as
president of the college at a spe- . fine progress under the helm of South, will benefit greatly wh
contributed
who
has
Gibbs,
board
Dean
trustee
the
cial meeting of
Prime Minister Johannes Strijthe new El-an-hour minimum wa
much to it over a long period of
held here last week.
dom's Nationalist government won
goes into effect on March 1,:
Hines.
said
years;"
D.
F.
a test vote on be': containing the
He succeeds the late Dr.
cording to information from an •
heart of the government's racial
The board also took action in ficial of the Department of I.
Bluford, president of the college
segregation policy.
since 1925, who died Dec. 21. Im- electing Gerald M. Marteena dean bor.
At a joint session of both housThe official pointed out tl
mediately following the death of of the School Engineering, to the
es o f parliament, Strijdom's
D. Bluford, Gibbs was appoint- newly created post of Dean of Fa- while only 4 per cent of the e•
supporters voted 170-65 for meas. LORRAINE E. GOSSIN, former ed acting head, and the entergen- culties. A member of the board ployees protected by the Wa
ures which would remove persons Memphis teacher and outstand• ;cy appointment was confirmed at stated that the move was taken and Hour Law in the Middle V.
mixed blood L•om the common big Is ric soprano, has been award- a meeting of the (ull board held to relieve some of the adminis- are paid less than $1 an ho'
of
school; Dr. A. R. Foley, seriat Mississippi Boulevard Chris.
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
rolls and block the Su- ed her masters degree front New Jan. 5,
electoral
trative detail from the office of many southern workers recei
ior staff psychiatrist at Call.
tian church on Sunday. Panwas the timely topic discusspreme Court from rejecting the York university's graduate school
chairman of the president.
Hives,
A.
Charles
less.
Mrs.
hospital;
Psychiatric
or
el members left to right Prof.
ed by these five panelists, and
move.
of public adntinistration. S h e
The new minimum wage
Alma R. Booth, principal Keel
L. B. Ilobson, principal, Matheir moderator, Miss Cornelia
WomMembers of South African
plans to enroll for her doctorate
creases ‘N ill mean greater incol
Avenue school for crippled
nassas High school; Miss ElSanders, Zeta soror, during
en's Defense of the Constitution and may return to the classroom
w
for numbers of workers in 1
children: and Mrs. Loretta H.
the public program held by
len Correll, director of religleague came into the public gal- on completion of her course. Miss
apparel industries, in some wh:
Family
Kate°, supervisor at
Zeta Phi Beta sorority in beious education and youth acThey
sashes.
the
black
lery wearing
Gossin is currently revising
collar occupations. a large percei
Service of Memphis. (Withers
half of Finer Womanhood
tivities at St. Mary's Cathewere :old to remove them, which manuscript of a book she expects
age of industrial homeworke
Photo
Week which began on Sunday,
dral; Miss Cornelia Sanders,
they did, replacing them with ar- to publish
and, to a limited extent, in t
Feb. 19. The program was held
instructor at Hamilton High
tificial black roses.
timber industry.
memParty
A handful of Labor
The new law, passed by C.
The commissioner A. E. HowWICHITA. Kan.—An age - old
bers also walked out of the crowdlast summer, applies oc
gress
se assured the delegation of fair
practice here of local police sloped chamber. Alexander Ilepple,
to those industries engaged in
the
of
law
enforcement
in
play
joint
the
lightbranded
all
ping and questioning
their leader,
terstate commerce or produci
and asked that a delegation of
skinned persons seen in the comsession as a packed parliament
for interstate commer.
15 Negro leaders meet with the goods
pany of darker persons, is on
and a fraud.
and related industries.
racial
the
view
and
commission
of
day
first
the
v4ay
of
out.
the
At the end
Exempt front the law are wot
problems.
debate on the bills, Strijdom said
For years, this practice which
in local retail stores and I
ers
his government has repeatedly rereally encouraged racial distels, farm workers and some :
ceived a mandate from the people
By )(ATTIE SMITH COLIN
crimination, has been accepted
processi
products
ricultural
to set up separate electoral rolls
Mississippi Governor J. P. Cole- by Negroes as a pretext of pre s. orkers.
mixed
for whites and persons of
denied a stay of execution s ent ing trouble.
• man
blood.
However, after three soung
28 year old Robert Goldsby,
'
I The bill would end a constitution- who has been sentenced to die oomtsn in a party of five %ere
al right for the 43,000 mixed blood February 24, at Mississippi State . stopped on the street. Jan.
voters to vote as white people, a Penitentiary, Indianola, Miss.. for and questioned about their dark
right they have held since the days the alleged murder of Moselle companions, the local N %ACP
Families adopting homeless r
immediately planned to end this
of the original British colony here. Nelms on September 4, 1954.
HEIDELBERG, Germany -- A
group children not 01
writs'
murder.
e
t
of
idiotic practice.
On the day
former shortstop for the Kansas
bring happiness to children a
On Feb. 11, Rte. C. tlbert
Goldsby accompanied by his wife.
City Monarchs mho was serving to themselves, but serve the elle
1.aura M a e, his mother Willie Henson and Chester I. Lewis, jr.,
a stint for Uncle Sam died of gasi Community, Rev. Hamilton T. Bt
a
presented
city
to
the
(laughprotest
Mae Turner. a 3 year old
well, minister, Jones Method'
ter, a friend Robert Gilliam and commission asking that body to fumes in an Amsterdam hotel.
in San Francisco, stat,
chucrh
no
a
The
man
that
resolution
adopt
Pvt.
victim,
Roosevelt
St.
of
residents
Rosa Moore, all
week.
last
24,
of
he
woman
detained
or
stopped,
4533
Thompson,
ave.,
Indiana
Louis, Mo., N1ere traveling on
Speaking on Miss Jackie For.
or interrogated by police solely chicago, Ill, was on leave from
Highway 51, near N'aiden, Miss.
Tuesday MARCH! intt
regular
his
unit
or
of
military
here
because
when
the
color.
race
guests
was
and
sorors
tured
are
picture
The
Week.
anhood
TEEN AGE THEATER PARInformation received about the
Boswell told KSAN Ii
Rev.
view,
fatal
Two
cony
accident
occurred.
representing the highest rank.
"Illegal" and carried out the
TY at the New Daisy theater
fracas indicated that Gilliam, who I
and other Bay Ar
he
why
eners
panions died with him.
ing honor students of the lionweek's theme of "Juvenile De.
on Wednesday, Feb. 22, was
was driving the car, slowed down
ministers are supporting t
band
school
said
loss
a
of
officials
Military
High
the
of
to
high
or
Societies
Memphis
Challenge
Junior
A
linuency,
Zeta
one of the highlights of
Porter
as they approached a filling stagas pressure caused the flames of MARCH! adoptive home recru
schools. (W:thers Photo)
American Way of Life". Plc.
Phi Beta's annual Finer Miniwill appear in a program of col- tion but at the same time left the
classical
a gas stove to go out and the ment for minority group childre
school
high
gravel
and
caused
that
lege
road at a speed
he with 1
7:30
at
5
March
sleeping men were asphyxiated. When a child cannot
club
Monday,
Social
-Les
held
Debanette
numbers,
to hit the front of the building
of deatl
because
parents
natural
Moyne
Pvt.
Frank
other
were
victims
The
Le.
p. in., in Bruce hall at
that housed the gas station and its annual meeting last week at
:
break-ups,
family
illnesses,
the home of Mrs. Bernice Broom- C. Taylor, 22, of Opelousas. La.,
college.
also a parked car.
other causes, he said. adopti
to
25,
urged
is
L.
large
Stewart,
Psi
Robert
and
Members
at
of
1648
field
McMillan.
public
The
The owner of the establishment,
through a licensed adoption age
The Leath Social Service club support this first effort of the band Bryant Nelms came out shouting, made extensive plans for a Tea of Mount Airy, N. C.
cy is the most sensible plan.
by
Pvt. Thompson is survived
held its regular meeting on Thurs- under the able direction of Mat- "Get out you black.
and to be held Sunday. April 15. The
hostess served a delicious menu. his mother. Mrs. Bessie Graves,,
day. Feb. 16 at the home of Mrs. thew Garrett. Mr. Garrett states don't come back."
Doris Graves. He' The bicycle was introduced in'
Officers of the Gardenia Thrift and timely remarks.
Myrtle Shaw of 698 Vollentine. Bus- that the proceeds of his concert
One of the women occupants of Mrs. Lucille Raffia is president. and a sister,
New officers are as follows: iness included discussion of a wie provide necessary funds need- the car got out for the purpose and Mrs. Annie Pearl Young is enlisted in the Army, July 24, the U. S. from Europe in ti
club were installed in a beautiful
'early 1800's.
1954.
ceremony on Sundaj, Feb. 19 at president, Mrs. J. A. M a rti n; Flower Drive planned by the group ed by the hand. Admission will of using the rest room and it was reporter.
the home of Mrs. Velma Till of vice-president, Mrs A. Moore; upon the suggestion of club mem- be 50 cents for adults and 35 cents
this time that Nelms said,
at
.14M Washington. Guest speaker on second vice-prssident, Mrs. B. E. ber Arlene Williams. Members for students. Tickets are available ''Didn't I tell you Negroes to get
this occasion was Mrs. Onie Mae Alexander; secretary, Mrs. Irma wish a speedy recovery for Mrs. front band members and teach- away from here, you Negroes
Hunt, who won the admiration of Tony; assistant secretary, Mrs. Hardy and Mrs. James who are ers.
from St. Louis, think you are
the members for her interesting Winnie Wilson: treasurer, Mrs. ill. One new member was welThree outstanding featured per- smart. It was reported that a woms.
r
M
treas.,
Velma Till; side
comed by the ladies, Mrs. Ira formers will be Melvin Shaw, bari- an (later identified as Moselle
Mary Jefferson; finance chair- Ragland.
tone horn, Leo Thomas on clari- Nelms) came out with something
man, Mrs. Irma Whitaker and
Mrs. Leola Parker of Turrell net and Percy Bradfield on trum- 'resembling a hammer and an unMrs. Lues Mae Burchfield, re- High school conducted the election pet_
identified object and gave both of
porter. Other members are Mrs. of officers who arc: president,
Porter Junior High school band these to Nelms. Goldsby changed
R. Golden and Mrs. Haskins.
Mrs. Mary Lee Taylor: vice pres- Is remembered for its magnificent seats with Gilliam and attempted
La Vie Social club met last
Mrs. J. C. McClellan; Mrs. performance at the West Tenne- to start the ear, but was detained
ident,
week at the residence of Miss Masecretary; Mrs. Myr- see Teacher's meeting in Jackson, when Bryant approached him with
Henley.
E.
/tie Edge and formulated plans for
300 Honor Students
tle Shaw, assistant secretary; Mrs. Tennessee last November, winning a hammer and pistol.
their project to he held on March
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Near- Henry Day, treasurer; Mrs. Ar- first place. ProL R. B. ThompGoldsby, with a gun he had In
24, when some lucky person will
and Mrs. son is principal of Porter Junior the car, exchanged shots w it h
receive a beautiful spread which ly 300 students at North Carolina lene Williams, reporter;
High.
Nelms, and Mrs. Nelms ran bethey will give away on that date, A&T college — the largest num- Lennie Hardy, supervisor.
tween the men and was shot accito the holder of the lucky number. ber in the history of the insti
Hibbing, a Minnesota village has
dentally.
Conducting the meeting was Miss tution — were listed on the fall
According to Goldsby. W. A. McCallie Mae Winfield, president. quarter honor roll released re- the world's largest open pit iron
mine.
Corkle, father of the dead woman,
Mrs. Juanita Powell is reporter. cently by the college registrar.
has knowledge, along with other
NEW YORK — (ANP) — Ralph residents of Vaiden, Miss., that
in"Tiger" Jones, the fighter who
Nelms admits that it was a bullet
terrupted Sugar Ray Robinson's from his 32 calibre that killed
comeback with a 10-round decision Mrs. Nelms.
over the Sugarman, may turn
In a conference with Atty.
back the bid of another fighter George N. Leighton, of the firm
with title aspirations.
of Moore, Ming and Leighton, who
The Yonkers, N. Y. middle- represent Goldsby, the Mississippi
Huti.ez
weight will meet Charles
Governor inferred that he would
of France, the European middle- be unable to honor "The Petition
weight boxing champion, in a 10 For A. Commutation" (change
round bout in Madison Square Gar- from the death sentence to a life
den here March 23,
sentence) because Goldsby brought
Humez will be making his first a gun into the state of Mississippi.
U.
the
professional appearance in
the Supreme Court of Mississippi,
S.
which automatically stays the execution until the petition is passed
upon.
The other occupants of Goldsby's car have been charged by
MARION
the State of Mississippi as being
By MISS ANNIE L. NEAL
accessories after the murder.
High
The Marion Industrial
school reported $60.57 to the
March of Dimes drive. This tidy
sum is credited to the student
Actuatax M ase-deled smiler ems 81/4 Alit T.
body, patrons and faculty. Mrs.
its type.Take itea trips.Pros room as roam
Lucille Wayne, instructor, served
VILLE
BATES
as chairlady of the drive.
Out ea the tenses. Anywhere there's am
The faculty of Marion Industrial
By REV. MATTIE WALKER
Features rugged built-bs-travel cabinet,
High School honored the princiMrs. Jessie Ford left Sunday
Dynapower speaker, 2-way teserfereass
antenna.
in
pal with a surprise luncheon
for Kansas City to be with her
Medea 14TOff.
prosodies. la eardevas
the home economics lunch room. sister, Mrs. T. Strong, who is ill.
Mr. Oliver, the principal of MaMr. and Mrs. Genepher Watkins
rion Industrial, received the Mas- were dinner guests Sunday in the
ters of Education degree from the home of Mr. and Mrs. Festrus
jThe two-tose aeries wflb
University of Arkansas, Saturday, Johnson.
pow ear look. Center Wad* II
SIMII111111111, Available ia tons
Jan. 28, 1956.
Evangelist E. Sloan went to Laeons & ivory (Medel 141'001)
His undergraduate work was Cross Sunday to hold service at :
or gray & leery (Medd
done at Arkansas A. M. and N. AME church. She is the pastor
141'000 ... wee low prise hir
Ark.,
and
Bluff,
Pine
college,
there.
_ 1
TV1
14.
Grambling, La. Mr. Oliver motorRev. Daniel went to Hot Springs
ed to the University of Arkansas Monday to attend the Bishop's
which is located in Fayetteville, council.
Ark., for the comm,encement exMrs. Ada Valentine of Albuquerercises.
que is visiting her mother, Mrs.
•
•
Ella Watkins and other reletives.
BATON ROUGE
Mrs. Bertha Williams and Mrs..
By MRS. M. N. RINGOLD
Callie Crane attended the Bishop
We enjoyed the visit of our nur- Council in Hot Springs.
Godefroy's Larieuse Hair Color- You can depend upon Godesery girl lady Sunday. She was
Mrs. Esie Sims visited in Newing can make your hair as lovely froy's Larieuse,the famous brand
accompanied by the Dobard Child- port Friday.
as you wish it could be ... gives in the red box.., known, apren. Also visiting us were Mr. and
youthful color to gray hair... adds proved, for more than 50 years.
Rev. Scribner and Mrs. Florence
Mrs. Dobard, Mr. Clayton, Mrs. attended services Sunday at Bapglowing new color to drab, Get it at your favorite cosmetic
Louise Driver of Chicago, Mrs. tist church in New Ark.
colorless hair... starts you look- counter this very day!
... this very
Victoria Cotton, Mrs. Lucille
ing younger, lovelier.
Miss Pecola Dims was united
In 18fiatter'ng shades.
Reese and Mrs. Viola B. LeBlanc. in marriage to Rev. L. T. Thompday.
We hope most parents were able son of Newport. He is the pastor
to hear the address given by Dr. of the Emberly Chapel Methodist
B. V. Barance at the Esso Boos- church.
ters Club.
The Bible Band meets every
Miss Daniels was guest speaker Thursday.
at the Alpha Kappa Alpha's FounRev. Albert St. Clair held servBOTH OPEN EVERY MITE TIL 9 P.M.
ders Day program at Mt. Zion ice Sunday at West Butenelo
Church. Her message seems to Friendship Baptist church. Mrs.
have reached every one.
St. Clair attended the service.
Officers and members of GamLt. and Mrs. Eugene Lexion jr.,
has
3. Alter color hair
ma Zeta Omega Chapter are to and their son arrived here Tues2. Apply Ged•Iray's
1. Shampoo hair thereughl•
agom,
vs* with howdy opplkotd•
As it dri•s,
80.d, .horndoo
Goel•frey's
be congratulated on their helpful day to visit his mother and site
1.1 joi y our fayorir• style.
pachag•
aluel•d
lorieui• as doected
and interesting program activi- tele He is stationed at El Paso,
MO
3
OUIS
St
S
OLIVE
Tex,
ties.
CO.
MFG.
GODEF ROY

Southerners

NAACP Fights
Bias Practice Of Cops
chita

Mississippian
Loses Plea;
'Dies Friday

Ex-Shortstop
Dies Overseas

Lauds Adoption O.
Minority Kiddies

Porter Band
Schedules
Concert

ft

Les Debanettes
Make Tea Plans

Gardenia Thrift Club
Installs New Officers

Leath Social
Service Club

WALLACE JOHNSTON Appliances

brings you
G.E.'s NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TV
THE MOST USEFUL TV EVER!

La Vie Socialites
Map March Project

e

Tiger Jones Tests
HumezIn His Debut

S

Louisiana

Arkansas

Goes where zatiol INDOORS, OUTDOORS
ALL AROUND THE HOUSE!
a

Visverg Jag...

$11995
Easy Terms

We Sell All G. E. Appliances Made
We Deliver - We Install - We Service
We Carry Our Own Notes And Contracts

• TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

2268 PARK at
.
760 UNION at Forrest Park Lamar
-Airways Shopping Center
33-8507
JA. 7-2631
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Colorado
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Sign Agreement To Federate West Indies

COLORADO sPRINGs
By GEORGE REDDEN
On the sports scene, Freddie
Sims and his high school mates
will be out to assure at least a
be in the Squib Central League
Basketball race on Saturday as
they tackle central of Pueblo.
The Dubois Study and Art Club
had a Quiz Night party on the
21st if February at the home of
Mrs. Andy Harper of Manituu SNEADS
Springs. Gueata present: MesBy J. D. DEMPSEY
dames Jean Jenkins, Margaret )
Mr. Hartry Brown, son of Mr.
Simpson, Cecelia Dungan Thump
son, Narona Reason, Maude and Mrs. Sam Brown and husband
Prince, Helen Lawrie and Dais,. of Mrs. Priscilla Brown and vetBernice Choice. Mrs. Harper's se- eran of World War. II, was hoscret-pal furnished the refreshment pitalized at the Veterans hospital
and Mrs. Maude Price, dressed at Tuakegee, Ala.
By JOHN H. CRIDER
and miles apart and largest of the
Rev. C. IL Goosby, pastor of
as Martha Washington, served the
LONDON — (INS) — An agree- group; Barbados, Tobago, Antikua,
friendship AME church at Rivet.
guests.
ment was reached in London last St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, alontsera
Miss Marcellua Satterfield has Junction, was a recent visitor here.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Bee had
week to link a string of British rat; and the windward islands of
been ill for the past two weeks.
Caribbean islands and their 3,000,- Grenada, St. Vincent, St. Lucia
Mr. and Mrs. William Swann mov- as their weekend guest Mrs. Judia
000 inhabitants in a new, federated and Dominica.
Robinson of Quincy.
ed into their new home on the
The communique suggested that
Rev. Alfred Wright and memnation,
27th of Feb. They are now rebers of the holiness church heal
The federation will have an as- the islands involved celebrate Feb.
aiding at 940 S. Conejos.
sembly, which the islands were 23 as an annual holiday "in comMrs. Viola Pinkston, wife of Dr. service at the Shady Grove FINB
asked to elect between Jan. 1 and memoration of the historic decisPinkston of Pinkston Clinic in Dal- church Sunday.
March 31, 1938, and economic ma- ion to federate."
Mrs. Lessie Williams is activelas, Tex., is visiting her sister.
chinery
to help market the chief , CONSTITUTION NEXT
Mrs. 0. T. Taylor of Manitou ly working and soliciting funds for
The next step will be preparacrop, sugar.
the Missionary.
Springs.
This agreement, settling some tion of a draft constitution. It i.:
Mrs. Eunice Griggs was admit- ) Mr. Rufus Bellamy is suffering
old problems, was signed by of- expected to be ready for submi
. ted to the hospital on the 17th of from a finger that may have to
ficials of the British Colonial Of- sion to a standing federation comFeb. prior to undergoing ani be amputated.
fice and West Indies delegates in mittee by November or December
Mr. Ed Lewis was a business
operation.
Lancaster House at the end of their of this year.
Newcomers to the Pikes Peak visitor in Marianna Saturday.
It will provide for religious free•
fourth meeting since World War
Mrs. Maggie Lewis was at the
Region are Mr. and Mrs. Roosedorn and other civil rights and e,
velt Lindsey of Seminole, Tex. home of J. D. Dempsey on busitablishment of a customs union.
Mr. and Mrs. George Redd have ness Wednesday.
CAPITAL UNDECIDED
Provision also will be made for
Rev. W. Dempsey, Mrs: Laura
as their guests Mrs, Redd's .sisNo final agreement was reached admission of other British territer and family, Mr. and Mrs.1 Lee and Mrs. Equlla Jones are
on the location of the federal cap- tories, including British Guiana
- Odell Mathis and Mr. Redd's cowl on the sick list.
ital by the "founding fathers." ' and British Honduras.
sin and family, Mr. and Mrs. EdA communique said a fact-findThe conference also sketched
die Mitchell.
ing commission will be appointed broad plans for creation of skeleSgt. and Mrs. Harold Spann had
administrative
machinery
to survey the possibilities and sub- ton
• as their recent guests Mr. and
recommendations for three pending the appointment of t h e
mit
Mrs. Willie Banks of Pueblo, Colo
first governor-general and elecalternating sites.
Mrs. Josie Mae Curtis of West
FOR BEIER MAIN'TE•
proven last week at the TrainVernier Shanks and William
in modern cleaning devices
The islands, which envisage ad- tion of the first federal legislature,
BTA
sP.i
Blockton, Ala. Miss Esther Young,
NANCE — Correct care for
ing program for Janitorial and
Holman, employees in the colfrom Charles Pearman, vice
mission to the British common- at dates still to be fixed.
fly JULANIE LAMPKIN
Miss Dorothy Martin and Mr. Robbuilding and grounds is now a
Maintenance employees
at
lege Buildings and Grounds
president of an Atlanta, Ga.,
The delegates hoped an enabling
wealth as an independent nation,
The registration list for the scientific undertaking, it was
ert Lee all of Pueblo, Colo. Mrs.
A&T college, Greensboro, N.C.
department, get the latest dope
cleaning supply firm.
located off the southeast coast act will be passed by parliament
are
county
March
14
primary
closhas
Spann is a former socialite and
this year, pending implementation
of the U.S. They are:
a beloved church worker from Pu- ed with the largest number of NteJamaica and Trinidad, a thous- of the conference report.
placed in the Home for the Aged GREENSBORO
gro voiers on the hook than ever
eblo. Colo,
at Ketona, Ala.
By Mary A. Kennedy
Little Miss Jessica Spann return- before in history. A considerable
Charlie Jackson left the city enMrs. Booker T. Washington is
ed to school recently after a ten number registered for the first
route to Chicago where he will home from the hospital in Selma,
time, although there was already
day shucin.
Ala., ‘‘here she underwent treatvisit friends and relatives.
Mrs. Pearl McCloud, wife of a large group of them eligible to
The South Pratt School P. T. A. ment. She is much better now.
Lt. John McCloud recently return- vote.
BR EWTON
PRATT CITY
celebrated Founder's Day, SunMiss M. A. Kennedy has movAll county candidates are work- ,
ed from an extended visit in SanBy ALEX AUTRY
By J. E. SANFORD
day, Feb. 12, in the gymnasium ed in an apartment from Miss J. JACKSON
ford, Fla., with her mother, Mrs. ing hard and heavy voting will ! "Ace" Jernigan of Pensacola,
IPresent Status of Racial IntegraMrs. Lcola Foster suffered a of the school. The program fea- M. Boynton.
John Gibson, during her illness. be polled next month, officials Fla., is here visiting his mother
tion in The Public Schools?" Prot_
By GEORGIA McVEIGH
Miss Berta Rice honored h e r
Mrs. Margaret Taylor, wife of said.
broken leg and hip when the cal tured a forum with the following
The ministers and their wives Bond has been active in school
and daughter.
named
persons
participatin
g: Mrs. mother, Mrs. Maria Rice and met in the home of the Rev, and work for a number of years. Pa
Pfc. Richard Taylor was admit- ! Muse D'Antignac was found guilMrs. Lucy Hamilton and son, she was riding in collided with
ted to the hospital on the 17th of ty of murder in .Richmond County Mr. and Mrs. Fred Douglass Mil- another car on Highway 78. Mrs. Lucile D. Ayers, of Ensley and aunt Mrs. Virginia Thomas with Mrs. William Monroe Monday served as president of the West
teacher at Brighton High- school, a birthday dinner. The twin sisSuperior Court. and sentenced
Feb. for an operation.
night. There was much business Tenn. Educational Congress, tu o
ler and family all of Mobile, are Foster is confined to the CarraSgt. and Mrs. William Stillworth from 10 to 20 years for the Dee. here visiting her father, Mr. Hen- way Methodist hospital where her Miss Mabel Alston, Ensley and ters live in Sawyerville. The guest arranged.
terms as Pres, of the Tennessee
teacher at Western High school included Mrs. Myrtle Washingleft recently for home in Middle- , 4 kink-slaying of James Branch. ry Hamilton of Oak st.
honors among students of Negro Education Association ant
Top
condition is considered fair.
and Dr. John Nixon of Birmifig- ton, Mrs. Jonas James of SawyerMrs. Sma Matthews, sister of
town, Ohio, for a short visit with
High school President of the Tennessee AthletMr. John Cheatham motored to
William King is confined to the ham. One of the participants, Mrs. ville, Mrs. Sarah Lowery a n d the 1956 senior Merry
the slain man, describedt the al- Georgia recently.
relatives and friends.
have been won. Ramona Robin- ic Association.
Carraway
Methodist
hospital
due
Eloise Wright was absent due to daughter. Mrs. Willie J. Arranton.
Carsonites and t!,,.ir families liv- tercation which ended in the death
He is a graduate of Lane colson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. CarMr. and Mrs. Richard Thom- to injuries received while work- illness. J. E. Sanford served as Miss Rice and family
thank their ty Robertson, 322 Middleton st., lege and Fisk university and has
ing in the Pikes Peak Region; Sgt. of her brother and the wounding hill have their daughter and
ing at Republic Steel co., Thom- narrator for the forum; musical many friends for the lovely gifts.
and Mrs. Most' Rogers of Chica- of her and her other brother. Sam- as of Sued! Road have
with an average of 90.4 is vale- done advanced study at George
as their as, Ala.
numbers were rendered by the The twins were 71 years old.
go, Ill., and son Bei:Lard, (pt. awl uel Branch.
dictorian. She has been 'outstand- Peabody college for teachers in
puse guests their daughter Mrs.
Funeral services for Mrs. Emma I State Vocational School choir unMrs. E. E. Lowry and Mrs. Ar- ing in the Student Council, Glee Nashville, Tenn.
The stabaing ended an all-night
Mrs. McCarieriel of Mobile, Ala.;
Annie R. Dubois, and children of Howard were conducted from the der the direction of Prof. John ranton made
pictures.
Col. and Mrs. Leroy Perkins of partY during which two jars o Cincinnati.
Club, N. H. A., Dramatic club. She
Roberts Funeral Home Chapel last I Banks. The program was roundOmaha, Neb., and children, Leroy "scrap-iron" liquor were consulnis a member of the newspaper
Mr. and Mrs. Burns of Spring- week. Mrs. Howard passed at her ed out with remarks by Miss E. J.
ir • and Sharon; Cpl. and Mrs. ed, she testified. She said the de- Hill have their daughter and
staff and is active in her church
.home after an illness of several McCaw, principal of South Pratt
Boosevelt Dunn of Loa Angeles, fondant cut her on the right hip son-in-law visiting them.
choir.
School
and Mrs. Alice McCants.
*months. Survivors are two brothand ggo, wea,aasas, Jr.; so. and stabbed her brother to death
Miss Freddie L. Hill, daughter
Mrs. Mae henna is visiting Mo- ers, Rome Brown and Ocie JackThose on the sick list this week,
gall Mrs. Archie Fluellen of FL as the couple were in process of bile
of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Hill, 51
on
business.
Mesdames E. J. Compton, Lela SAN DIEGO
son.
t alley, Ga.; Pfc. and Mrs. Bel- leaving the house.
Donavan st., was named saluta- SOMERSET
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Thomas,
By LESLIE L. PARKER
Henry Wilson of Chicago ar- Forsey, Rebecca Carpenter, MitSchool"
annual Negro "Ham and Mrs. Carrie
turd Red of Jacksonville, Fla., Pfc. ,The.
torian with an average of 92.1. She ..
By L. FITZPATRICK
Parker and Fred Sanwas held at the East
rived in the city recently to be tie Steele, Sallie Stewart, Mattie
On Feb. 11, the year-old San is a member of the Glee Club,
and Mrs. Daniel Davis of Lake Egg
ford motored to mobile. They
The
Harris,
Mildred
Junior
choir of Davis Chape
Davis,
Gertrude
school
End
Marauditorium
Charles, La., SP2, and Mrs.
at the bedside of his mother, Mrs.
Feb. 22-23, were guests
Diego chapter of Jack and Jill N. H. A., and Dramatic club. She
of Mr. McDuffie
Mary Wilson, 720-3rd st., who is Watson, Birdell Cross, Mary Wil- of America, Inc., sponsored its won the $125 National Bank of AME church sponsored a Program
. vin Dunn of Bastrop. La., and according to announcement by Les. Thomas.
son, Jennie Marshall.
Sic. and Mrs. George E. Jackson ter D. Kennedy. Negro county agfirst Annual Mardi Gras Costume Commerce Essay Award, the 10th recently. The Young People bad
Miss Eddie M. McLemore is
Messers,
for their guest singers, the Gospel
Hayes, Dock Ball. Proceeds from the affair grade
emit for Hancock.
Of Birmingham, Ala.
History Award, the Bioconfined in the D. IV. McMillan. Annual Boy Scouts' Day w a
Sfe. Gustas Kirkland is in the
The 4-11 Club program still be hospital.
celebrated at the First Baptist Berry, Martin Stinson, Jesse King, go to Jack and Jill's 1956 charity logy and Mathmatic Awards for Harmoniers from the Church of
P. J. Jones, John Davis, William
school at Ft. Benning, Ga., taking held Wednesday and Thursday
grade 11. She is active in tha God on Cotter ave. The program
Mrs. Hattie Travis is ill at the church; Rev. R. B. Martin, pas- i King, Ben Butler, Mack Cunning- project, the Polio Foundation.
committee were Misses Minnie
and will he given over to the
advanced infantry training.
Reigning as King and Queen church.
tor. The program was under the
Mc al Man hospital,
L. Bobbitt, and Patricia Owsley.
ham and Otis Ogletree.
Cupid continued at break-neck adult program. The judging will • Mrs. Ada Smith
of the Ball were Mr. and Mrs.
Pack
auspices
Scout
Cub
of
the
daughter
Rosalyn
Miss
Utley,
of
of Sowell rd.,
Mr. Frank Taylor, Louisville,
Mrs. Lennii Ellington received Ket Hawkins, who are the parents
pace as A3c. Luella Warren be- be held on that day at 4:00 p.m. died in her home Sunday.
No. 495.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus Utley,
Ky.,
:her
certificate
spent the week-end with his
from
the
Garth
The
hams
will
of
Leonard
be
sold
A2c.
bride
one
of
came the
of San Diego's Jack and 108 Panola st., with an average
to the highMr. Curtis Nunley is in the Mc- i The annual scout day message Sewing school where she was
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. Taylor.
a Jill mothers and the grandpar- of 91.3 was named essayist.
Frazier on the 3rd of February at est bidder.
Johnson.
delivered
W.
by W.
alillian Hospital with a broken was
Mrs. Eliazabeth Briscoe, is visitmember of the graduating class ents of three Jack and Jill chilA number of farmers have signthe home of friends, SO. anti Mrs.
Miss Dorothy Pearl Hamlett,
arm.
The flag was presented by the Sunday, Feb. 19,
ing relatives and friends in Cindren.
With
a
stH ed up to participate in the event
"Gay
Wallace Davis of 509
Carnival"
daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Zack
Mis Irma G. Holmes, daugh- Clark Robinson Post gll American
Mrs. Sylvia Caldwell, a resident
cinnati, Ohio.
Manitou Springs. A3e W arren is this year. which has been held ter of Rev. and
Mrs. Abraham Legion. J. L. Jones Cub Mas- here for more than 65 years, pass- theme, and in true Mardi Gras Hamlett, 16 Stone rd., Pinso n, Rev. W. B. Wood and
Rev. Limfashion,
the
a native of Cincinnati and Airman' es cry February for several years. Holmes of Kelley Alley, died
unique
affair
was
Tenn.,
with
an average of 91.0
at ter, Mrs. Ernestine Pressley, se- ed at her home, 205 Ave. G. Mrs.
mon L. Garr, attended the meetFrazier is from Chicago, Ale Mihighly enjoyed by many festively was named Historian.
cretary.
Mobile.
Caldwell was a pioneer member costumed guests. Prizes
ing of the M. D.
nor 1'. Johnson was best man
at the First
• .0
for cosri
Honorable mention went to MissMrs. Alice Cheatham returned of the First Baptist church and tumes were awarded
Baptist church, Danville, Ky., in
and Mrs. Evelyn Davis was mato
Mr.
and
Freddie
es
Clark,
Lou
average
ALDEN
after attending the fu- died at the age of 105. She leaves
city
to
the
Mrs. Marshall Lewis, Mrs. Marie 90.3; Gladys McKinney; average which election of officers was held.
tron of honor. Reverend Powell
By JIM THOMAS, Jr.
neral rites of a relative at Cleve- to survive her one daughter, Mrs. Robinson,and Mrs. Lillian
of Peoples church presided.
Addi- 90.1; Bettye Ann Bradley, average Rev. Garr was made assistant
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Burt land, Ohio.
Donnie Williams. The funeral eu- son,
clerk, for the Council.
A gala reception was given in
90.1; Ann Marie Glenn, average,
announced the marriage of their
Miss Catherine Owslev, who was
Funeral services for Sam Fitts logy was delivered by Rev. R. B.
Mrs.
Fredrieka
honor of the couple bj the Wal- IIILLSBoIto
Williams
a
n
d 88.8; and Ouida Vaids, average
niece, Miss eStase J. Deadwyler.
•• •
on the sick list recently, is
who pased at his home after a Martin.
Mrs. Jane Staulz, co-chairman of 88.5.
By f 1\1'1NTA
lace Davis.'
The bridegroom resides in Cleveto be out again.
one day illnes were held from EMPIRE
the dance committee. proudly anMr. and Mrs. Allen Hodge are land, Ohio.
Among the many guests present
Mrs. Gennie Cathy of Lexington,
Mrs. Armentral Kendrick, was
Macedonia
church
Baptist
Enthe
flounce
Ball
the
that
was
so
sueTenn., was in this city and while
By EFFIE M. PENDLETON
at the gala affair were A3c and the proud parents of a baby girl.
Mr. anti Mrs. Nathan Williams,
called to
liirs Smith, S-Sca's Mack and
Mr. and airs. Curtis Jones are Sr., announced the marriage of sley. Rev, W. M. Norwood officiatThe America Beauty Club had cesful that all who attended, and here paid a short visit in the funeral Cinti, Ohio, to attend the
of a friend, Mr. William
Freeman, Mc. Arthur W dhams, . the proud parents of a bans bog, their daughter, Miss Alice Wit- ing. Mr. Fitts operated an ice busi- a party Friday night. Willie Mc many who did not, are already Chicago Defender office. I am alKendrick,
ness
and
worked
at
the
I.
C.
T.
making
elaborate
plans
for
next
ways glad to see anyone from my
Pte. and Mrs. la Mr. and Mrs. Norvell are the hams of New York to Mr. Eddie
S-Sg,t.
Kinde played the records, and
Mrs. Amanda Ingram, wife of
Steel Mills.
old home town.
_Herbert. Ale and Mrs. Minor P. I proud parents of a baby hos.
every one had a wonderful time. year's costumes.
'Doss uf the OS Army.
Mr. James Ingram, who has
A special tribute of honor was
Mrs.
Johnson, A2c. Rogers, A2c. anti
Nannie
Givens
been
this
Mr. Jessie Simmons died.
of
city
Mr.
Felix
Gresh is out of the
Pfc. Wesley Bryant, jr., is home
in the City hospital for
left Friday to visit her relatives
Mr. A. Y. Majors died. Rem- on furlough from the Army. He tiestowed upon Mrs. Beatrice Ross hospital and doing fine.
Mrs. Heard and Set. and Mrs.
treatment
Hampton Founder's Day
has returned to her home.
President of the Youth Choir of the
!load. Mrs. Ands !Lipper of "Air lives motored here from Californ- is stationed in Colorado.
Mrs. Gussie M. Emeragon left
HAMPTON — Arthur Howe, jr., and friends at her former home
Mrs. Haggle D. Gaines and
First Baptist church; Rev. R. B. Monday to join her husband
Bolivar,
in
Tenn.
Mrs.
's Bar-11-Q- catered the gala
. ,gg.tatt
Mrs. Ellen Palmer is on the
in director of admissions at Y a 1 e
Daisy Gillispie, attended the
Martin,
pastor.
Mrs.
Ross,
having
We
so
are
very
appreciative
Homeaffair.
Detroit.
sick
list.
university,
Hampton
a
told
Insti.
makers meeting held at the
served the office of president of
K.U.
Frank Willis
Mrs. Sandy Craig is still in the tute Founders' day audience that to the fine people who buy a ChiOffice recently. Mrs. Gaines
the youth choir for the
A governor of Pennsylvania canpast 10 hospital.
,
cago
Defender
paper
from
each
us
rerad() was admitted to V. A. hos"The most certain thing in life
ceived
a
prize for having the lucky
The first wholly reinforced con- years; was given many gifts
Miss Alberta Davis is here vis- is the inevitability of change and week, and we do hope to increase
pital in Denver, Colo., on the 7th not be re-elected as his term ends
but must wait for the following crete building in the U. S. was plus financial contributions.
iting her sister. She is from Dcl- the necessity of developing and our sales to sell many more. Thank number drawn, All members were
of February.
given numbers at the door.
erected in New York City in 1875.! Mrs. Mittie Steele has been polish,
you so very kindly.
Retired Sgt, Roland Williams of term,
creating new responses."
Mrs. Fannie MeDainel,
Liberty
CalE
church
wife of
has remodJunction City. Kans. would like
Mr. Howard McDaniel is
eled their parsonage and the pasimprovto thank his many friends in the
ing from her recent
tor and family have recently movillness. Her
Pikes Peak Beaton for their hosdaughters,
Mrs. Madeline Perri
ed
into
it
and
they
are
well
recent
pitality. during his
pleas- osier,
s
Miss Betty M. McDaniel and
ed. The pastor is the Rev. C. D.
with his daughter and family. Sgt.
McKelvey, and is an excellent, son Mr. Roy McDaniel, who were
and Mrs. James Kramer of M9 E.
called to her bedside
speaker.
from out
Moreno.
of town have
The
Steward
returned.
Board No. 1, met
Fort Carson Roll Call:
Mrs. Geraldine Gaines, after
Wednesday night with Mr. and
Pfc. Charles L. Herbert regainv' •
Mrs. H. A. Moore of Laconte at. ding parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ph
ed his out title "Mr.- and headed
Most of the Senior Stewards were Sligall and relatives has retur
for home in Washington. D C..
present and a nice business session to Fayetteville, N. C. where her
recently accompanied by his wife
was had. After this Mrs. Moore husband, Sgt. t'irgle Gaines is
Jean and son Charles.
and Mrs. M. A. Jennings served with the Airborne Div.
Mc. %honor P. Johnson left reMiss aria Goggins has
a nice menu of chicken, dressing
cently for home in Toledo. Ohio.
returned
and all the trimmings. Dr. W. D. home in Louisville, Ky., after visprier to debarking for to erHolder is chairman. Rev. D. C. iting her mother, Mrs. Florence
AU:IN duties, accompanied by wife
McKelvey. pastor and Mrs. Ethel Mills, and aunt Mrs. Kittle Mills,
Marie and daughter Charlotte.
Johnson, formerly of Jackson, but also A-lc Curtis Mills, enroute to
Sic. and Mrs. James W. Flornow resides in Chicago, preached Air Force base in California, was
returned
ence recently
from a
a missionary sermon Sunday night. a visitor.
brief visit home in Atlanta. Ga.,
Mrs. Minnie Rankin,
Rev. and Mrs. Johnson are
visiting relatives and friends.
was made
spending a few days here with a new member in Rimon Chapter
friends, and were invited to din- No. 23, 0. E. S., also Lovell Fit7ner with Mrs. Amandy Trotter and Patrick, la /11, George Smith.
SW,
also Iodine is jib Mrs. Lucille Hurt. of Ionic Lodge No, 65, F. AM.
la
She is stopping with Mr. and If. A. had the Degree, Mrs. Dena
Dickerson, WM, Mrs. Nanie RenMrs. Chester Jennings.
CEDAR RAPIDS
The Rev. C. D. McKelvey, Mr. fro, Sec'y.
Frank Bryant and Mrs. Georgia
The 42nd Anniversary of Mt
Kelley attended the P. E. Council
Zion Baptist church was Misers tal
Saturday, in Sommerville, Tenn.
Sunday, Feb. 12 at the church,I
Mr. Frank Bryant is president of
sponsored by the Lift and Climb'
the Layman activities, Mrs. Georclub. Charter members are. W.
gia Kelley is president of the MisL. Warren, Mrs. Anna Joyce and
MACOMB
sionary Society.
Mrs, Mary Beastly. Guest speakProf. C. C. Bond, principal of
er was the Res.. Don L. Anderson,
By MINNIE CLARK
Montgomery High school of Lexpastor of Calvars Baptist church.)
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sullivan anl
ington. Tenn., attended the Nathis city. Rev. Percy Burt is pasMrs. Betty Hood of SpringficLI
tional Association of Secondary
tor of Mt. Zion.
were visitors here recently.
school principals meeting at the
airs, Fannie Marshall, It a r y THE PRO( EssIoN ENDS__ a
stone collete. Salisbury, N. C.,
er of the school. In the photo.
college librarian and daughter
Mrs. Katherine Caldwell celepresented by the senior class
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago,
Christen and Jack Bird are in, traditional part of the Found•
is the annual march to the
Mrs. Josephine Price Sherrill.
brated her birthday Sunday.
of the founder, places a wreath
at mausoleum of her father,
Feb.
25-29. lie will participate in
er's Day obsersance at Lis ingthe hospital at lowa
tomb of Dr. J. C. Price, foundMr. and Mrs. Charles White el
a panel discussion, ''What Is
The Galesburg were week-end visitah
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TSU 'Green' Team Win s Southwestern Title
By GEORGE McELROY

HOUSTON — For the second
time in as many years, Coach
Edward H. (Easy Ed) Adams'
Texas Southern university cagers
have annexed the Southwestern
' Athletic conference pennant to
their already-bulging array of

prizes.
!their 12th win as against two set- (Home Boy) Mosby, frosh shoot- ' according to so-called "cage ex-1 record, the "Wheeler Street Whiz Bobbin —
Coach Adams says that
The Houston Bengals grabbed backs in the heated league play. ing sensation, was credited with parts"
— were "too green' to, Kids" looks forward to another —when they reach Baton Rouge —
the crown when they outscored Langston held a 57 46 advantage 25.
make a creditable showing f
trip to the NAIA District 29 meet they will play "one tilt at the
Coach C. Felton (Zip) Gayles' at the halfway mark.
The previous evening, however, Coach Adams this season. But that I at Baton Rouge, La. and — an-' tiate." "We will seek to win as
Langston Lions in that Sooner set- SWAIN LEADS ATTACK
Mosby tipped in 31 points in the was prior to Nov. 1. 1955. Today,! other crack at the national crown many as possible, however," Adting, 115-103, Saturday night, Feb. , Bennie Swan, one of the nation's Texans win over the host in the
these -"experts" admit that they which they captured last year.
ams stated.
18. .
tLp pivotmen, was the big noise initial tilt of the two-game series. were wrong, to say the least.
Working ging.rly with his start- FANS ARE BRAGGING
The Adamsmen had to wage a in the Texans' onslaught, hitting
A Iook back, reveals that t h el EYE NAIA TITLE
ers — SwaM, Mosby, Earl DunNow Houston sports fans are
"come-from-behind" battle to take for 32 points. Teammate Wilbert IBengals are the same ones who— I Sporting a sterling
27-3 season bar, Freddie Maura and Robert bragging — rightfully — about the

DEFENDER
Sat., March 3, 1956
Bengals, who have been in the
league for two years and have
been the Number One team both
seasons.
And one thing Is sure — the
eyes of Texas will be upon the
Cats %hen they play in the national meet.
Most diamonds mined are fie
only for industrial use

West Virginia State Quits CIAA
Gavilan Referee Banned;
Winner Wants Rematch

Loop Policy
Stops Play
With Others

INSTITUTE, W. Va. — Dr. William J. L. Wallace, president of
West Virginia State college, in
a letter advised the intention of
this college to withdraw from the
Central Intercollegiate Athletic association at that body's next annual meeting which is scheduled
for March 22-24 in Washington, D.
C.
President Wallace's letter was
sent to Thomas H. Henderson,
LONDON — (INS) — The British
president, and G. G. Singleton,
Boxing board "regretfully" withsecretary - treasurer of the (IAA.
drew the referee's license of Ben
West Virginia State college has
Green Wednesday but said his conbeen a member of the association
troversial decision in the recent
since 1941.
Kid Gavilan-Peter Waterman fight
RE LUCIA N'T TO LEAVE
must stand.
During the current year State
STARTED NEAR RIOT
college has been participating in
The 71-year-old Green touched
basketball with member schools of
off a near riot Feb, 7 at London's
the CIAA and West Virginia InHarringway arena when he detercollegiate conference.
clared Waterman the winner over
Reasons given by Dr. Wallace
former world welterweight chamfor withdrawal from the CIAA
pion Gavilan in a 10-round bout.
were stated in the following exThe referee is the only official in
cerpts from the letter, together
ON THE JAW — As an inon his heavy punching bag in
English boxing matches.
with a request for continuation of
centive to his daily training
Midwest gymnasium, where
The Boxing Board ordered a full
athletic relationships with t h e
Johnny
grind,
Saxton,
chalhe
trains for the March 14
inquiry after such an uproar by
member schools in the CIAA:
knees for Carmen Basilio's
bout in Chicago stadium. (Di.
the 10,000 fans, boxing promoters
"Because of the new directions
welterweight crown, has a carfender photo by loft's).
and newspapermen, and announcindicated for the future of West
of
the
drawn
uhampion
toon
ed Wednesday that "the referee's
Virginia State college I am now
decision must be regarded as fiwriting to you regretfully and renal."
luctantly to tell you that \Vest
REVOKES LICENSE
Virginia State college must withThe Board did feel, however,
draw from the Central Intercolthat on this occasion Green's
legiate association as of the next
judgment was at fault. It decided
annual meeting which is scheduled
that in view of his age "it was
for the month of March, 1956.
undesirable for him to hold a ref"We have made effort to maineree's license and regretfully withtain our obligation in the Central
drew it."
Intercollegiate Athletic associ Johnny Saxton arrived here re- Chicago Stadium March 14, bubb.
The stewards also ruled the refbut we find that we are now
cently for his welterweight title ling with confidence that his style
erees be automatically retired On
,
:ight with Carmen Basile) in the Will enable him to defeat Basilic,.
ed with our inability to do so
['EARFUL
CONGRATULARoy Jones (center) after the
won the 100-yard freestyle in
reaching the ac 65.
longer. Please be assured that we
After establishing his beachhead
TIONS. Wiping tears from his
Tennessee State swimmer had
:54.6 as Tennessee swamped
do not wish to take this step. I
the Midwest Gym for the final
at
eyes Bob Gunkler (right) Beturned in a fast :23.6 as he won
Berea, 61-23. Carl Graham
ani certain that our director of
round of training, Saxton said:
rea college, congratulates Le.
the 50-yard freestale in t h e
(back to camera) watches.
athletics, the chairman of our ath"I've got the style to lick Be.
pool at Brea college. Jones also
letic committee and our head
silio. I know that Basilio is rough
coach all signed .the recommenand well seasoned. But hejust
dation coming to me with considlike me. has only two hands. I
erable sadness.
also know that since he's won the
REQUIREMENTS TOO MUCH
crown its going to be mighty rough
sever
"Although we now must
trying to take it away from him,
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Lucy Laney
our official relations with the Cenbut I've got the style to upset
registered a 64-41 non-conference
tral Intercollegiate Athletic assohim."
victory over Boggs Acacemy of
be
will
ciation, we hope that we
The Basilio-Saxton bout will he
Brunswick, Ga., Friday night, at
ALBANY, Ga. — The state bas- over the 15 round route. It will
able to maintain individual conthe Laney, breaking a five-game
tacts with member institutions of ketball tournament for Class A be televised nationally, but the
By S. W. AUSTIN
I Southern met Tennessee first in 6, Xavier university. Baton Rouge; losing streak.
Association through participa- and Class B schools will be staged Chicago area will be blacked out.
the
1945, and was smothered by a 33-0 Oct. 13, Arkansas State college, Dtscomb Gray
OXFORD, Ohio — The Miami
with 17 and DaBATON ROUGE, La. — South- score on cold, rainy day in Nashtion
in intercollegiate athletic con- here at Albany State college, on
Each fighter will receive 30 pet
+Pine Bluff, Ark.; Oct. 20, Lang- nile Burton with 12
led Laney. university Redskins, in a heated tests. From our point of view we March I, 2, 3, according to an- , cent of net receipts.
ern university's chances of retain- ville. A year later, the Cats with
ston university (Homecoming), David Dantiels had
battle
with
Marshall
college,
Hunt11
relationfor Bogg.
ing the Southwestern-conference a great team lost a thrilling 21-20 Baton Rouge;
nouncements made this week by
able to maintain
Oct. 27. Texas col- Laney led 32-20 at the
ington, W. Va., for the Mid-Ameri- will be
haif.
championship may hinge on the contest to the Tennesseans, a game
ships with individual institutions J. C. Reese, president of the Georlege, Tyler, Texas; Nov. 3, TenIn
can
conference
basketball
cham- although we cannot live up to the gia Inter-Scholastic association.
the girls game, Laney won
outcome of the spring drills, which which still stands as one of the
nessee State university, Nashville, 40-34. Emma Bur'on
with 16 and picnship, are spearheaded by a requirements for membership in
It. is expected that several of
are currently being conducted.!best ever witnessed locally.
Tenn.; Nov. 10, Wiley college, Ba- Rose W'ilborn with 10 paced
Lan- senior who is winding up one of the CIAA."
last year's winners from the eight
Several key spots must be ably
THE SLATE
ton Rouge; Nov. 17. Florida A & M ey. Florence Small
the
outstanding
cage
careers
in
had 12 and
filled before the Jaguar coaches
Coach Mark Cardwell, West Vir- districts will return for the tournaATLANTA — Morehouse, sixth
Sept. 22, Texas Southern uni- university. Baton Rouge; Nov. 24, Constance Royal
11 for Boggs. La- the history of the school.
can breathe easily, and then they versity, Houston, Texas; Sept. 29, Prairie View college,
State college, in comment- ment, including 1Vayeross, San- ranking cage team, defeated Alginia
Prairie View, ney led 23-16 a4 the
He
is
Don
Barnette,
f
rom
half.
must chain their hopes until the Alcorn college, Alcorn, Miss.: Oct. Texas.
ing on his school's withdrawal derville, Cedartown, South-- Fulton bany State college, 88-70, here last
Waynesboro high defeated Lucy Middleton, Ohio, the team's lead- from CIAA, stated that it was im- Griffin, Thomasville, Tifton and
fall season conies around.
Saturday. Morehouse was ahead
ing
scorer,
playmaker and floor possible to make satisfactory
Laney Wildcats, 55-41, Wednesday
Prominent among the positions
Albany.
general,
at halftime, 39-31.
one
of
the
best
night,
individual
at
the
Laney
gym.
schedule with the two organizaC. W. Rutherford, tournament
in need of capable players is the
Arthur Taylor with 12 and performers in Cie conference.
Albany rallied in the third perquarterback post. The careers of
tions.
there
la
will
said
he
director,
Charles Mathis with 11 led Waynes- REACHED BEST
CIAA requirements are 12 bas- boys and 16 teams of girls in iod, whittled a 20-point lead, but
Eldridge Mitchell and Emile Pope,
boro. David Johnson paced Laney PERFORMANCE
ketball games and six f000ball the tourney.
both seniors, ended as of the past
Morehouse stifled the rally.
with 16. Waynesboro led, 36-24, at
The 6-foot Barnette has been in games, while the West Virginia
season and now Cats supporters
halftime.
double figures in the scoring in conference requires 10 basketball
look to the crafty, coaching staff
The Waynesboro girls won
to produce a reasonable replacethe most of Miami's games this sea- and four football games for conopener, 37-33,
son. He reached his best perform- sideration for Conference chamment.
ance early in the season against pionships.
Southern will play its usual
field goals. (5) Charles Brown and Marquette
university, cashing in
Aside from this, Cardwell added,
tough slate beginning with t h e
Paxton Lumpkin, the two former on 11 field
goals in 22 attempts. State college has additional comstrong Texas Southern aggregation
DuSable players who were with His game average
is better than mitments to non-conference opponand ending with another "unbeatthe 1945 team that were finalist
15 points a game.
PanthView
ents such as Central State, Wilable foe," the Prairie
quintet, like the others, had noth- in the Illinois state prep championAVERAGES
EIGHT
Rio Grande and othberforce,
POINTS
ers.
TEE SHOT
ing to gain had they defeated the ship play and who flunked out at
Barnette is one of to tan ers.
Tennessee State of the powerful
Comets. But they dropped so much the University of Indiana, stole the
ONE
OF
THESE
days
—
at
least
The Central States Golf associ- basis.
.The move was ;econimembers of the Redskins' team. NO OTHER CHOICE
Mid-Western conference replaces
we hope so and so do the alumni prestige that it is useless to talk ball time and again from t h e The other is Wayne
ation recently held its annual win- mended by the City Parks and
Embry,
a
6Bishop college on the Cats' slate.
teams
that
have
order
to
In
of these schools — basketball to the Chicago stadium folk about Nashville players. (6) fans won- foot, 6-inch, 240-pounder from
may effectively compete for con- ter meeting in Memphis. . .Attor- Recreation commission...and was
coaches are going to quit playing getting them on one of the four- dered why Nate Smith, star on the
Tecumseh, Ohio. The big sopho- ference honors ander present con- ney Oscar Jones was elected pres- adopted unanimously by the eight
LaGrange,
Ill,
college
team
doubleheaders
playstate championship
their college teams against indemore has been showing consistent ditions, he stated, there was no ident. . . Herman McKinney, De- members of the Council. . .and
pendent quintets whether they are ing some school team like Whea- team of 1954, didn't get into the
improvement
throughout the sea- other choice for him to make but troit secretary. . . , Robert Wright the mayor.
A.A.U. members or fraternity ton, Lake Forest, Illinois Southern, game for more than five minutes
of Memphis, treasurer . . and Jack
Jackie Robinson and Larry
: Macomb Teachers or the like. (8) and last but not least why the son. He has been alternating in the to advocate withdrawal from C. I,
groups. Period.
Pettiford, Springfield, Ill., tourna- Doby were able to get in some
center
slot.
He
has
been
averagA.
A.
State
players continued shooting
We recall that Wilberforce and The answer aver on the west side
ing six to eight points a game.
During the 11 years Cardwell ment director. . .the annual tour- golf in Miami before reporting to
other college squads came to Chi- was that "your team didn't beat instead of passing to men free
The Miamians are bidding for has been head coach of the Yel- nament will be played over the their respective training camps
cago, years ago, and played the a bunch of ex-high school players" under or near the basket thus
I8-hole Audubon course in Mem- ...Down for the North-South winproving that individual play was their conference title and a berth low Jackets, his charges have won
Forty club quintet or the Kappas and that was true.
phis July 15-20, . .which was ob- ter tournament over the Springs
BATON ROUGE, La. — South- or the Alphas or Sc and So. On
championships,
football
NOW THERE are those who say supreme'(in their mind) over team in the National Collegiate Athletics two CIAA
tained last week after a bitter course in Miami were Marie Murern university will launch its dia- these Chicago teams were players that since nothing was at ,stake play.
association tourney later this 1949-50. His basketball teams were fight that was spearheaded by the phy from Baltimore. . .and Alice
mond season March 9, at Alcorn sv h o weren't exactly what we the Tiger quintet didn't show all
Maybe the university squad were month.
CIAA visitation champs in 1948- Sam Quarles Golf club in MemStewart former national U. G. A.
college, Alcorn, Miss., when the would term an amateur. We take of its stuff. 1Ve come back with just on a trip to the big city or
50-51 and conference tournament phis. . .1.41st week the city council champion, from Detroit. . . And
Jaguar Cats, champions of the the late Sol Butler as one f ine if you can't give the best that's in perhaps as most fans thought —
One-third of all the lightning %ac- winners in 1948-49-50.
of High Point, N. C., approved a cas !lades' from Los Angeles. .
Southwestern conference, meet the example. Sol had played profes- you then don't play at all. There since they had to play and noth tims lose their lives by seeking
Iresolution that will permit Ne- Dorcas Riely from Los Angeles ..
Alcorn Braves.
ing
was
at stake why turn it on?
sional football. Then he bobs up were scouts watching Ben Jackson
The U. S. uses about one-half gro golfers to use the municipal and she was really impressed with
According to the schedule re- as a member of a quintet that is because at times we have men- But these players and their coach shelter during a storm under a
nearby tree.
the world supply of tin.
golf course on a non-segregated 1 the fine weather.
leased recently. the Southwestern playing a college team. There tioned him to those who will select forgot that this is the same school
champs are slated to play nine were others.
the College All-American squad to that is proud of its quintet that
games at home and 11 tilts on
We yelled "L oody murder" but play against the Globetrotters in went to Cuba and won the Invitathe road. They will end the sea- got nowhere simply because the the annual world series of Basket- tional meet a couple of years back:
son against the Xavier Gold Rush college involved weren't then ball.
that twice went to the NAIA tourin May, on a date yet to be re- members of the National CollegiThere were those who insist that nament in Kansas City; that on
leased.
ate A.A. or the National Associ- basketball and football as played in the Kansas City NAIA Christmas
Only once since the reactivation ation of Intercollegiate Athletics. our Negro colleges is of the grade Invitational tournament, which has
of baseball in the Conference has Most institutions now belong to played in high school in the North. won numerous Midwestern and two
Southern failed to cop some hon- one or the other or both, therefore That isn't so but such a, game as NAIA area 29 titles, plus a few
ors. The Cats have captured one their conferences also are mem- Tennessee State turned out on its national championships etc, etc.
ANYHOW — they lost. The
divisional championship, one co- bers and there are strict rules to recent trip here doesn't bear us out
as knowing what it is all about.
championship and four undisputed govern them.
school's basketball prestige sufPRAIRIE VIEW, Texas — Rock- ed championship trophies to the Borger, 51-49, to win their place mesa and Prairie View. Class
college „ IN THE FIRST place, the Com- fered. MAYBE the band, which dale high school barely dosed out two winners and runners-up folRECENTLY. Negro
titles during the seven-year-period.
in the series final.
teams also included Colorado C;ty
teams have invaded Chicago to ets outclassed State, (2) the coach made such a hit at the Bears- Daingerfield in an exiting 53-51 lowing the final contests.
THE SCHEDULE
The Class A final game saw C. and 3chulenburg.
March 9-10, Alcorn, Alcor n; play an amateur club. While we ; of the Chicagoans, in order to Rams game last fall, will return climax to win the Class A state
George Williams led the scoring Wright lead in scoring with 27 , All-state teams in the two de
March 16-1t, Texas Southern, Hou- find that the Comets are really make a game out of the affair, and pick up the lost ground. If the championship in the Texas Inter- for Pineland with 18 points in the;points
for Rockdale. and J o la n visions were selected as follows:
ston; March 23-24, Wiley, Mar- amateurs and have no bone to yanked his first string men and cage team EVER returns here, let scholastic League of Colored B Class finals, and C. Samuels,
Roberts
scoring 13 points for CLASS A
the
sent in a bunch of substitutes when us hope they will "HAVE" some- Schools.
shall, Texas; March 29-30, Prairie pick with them, we are of
followed with 20 points. Teneha's D,aingerfield. Rockdale defeated
Wright. F. Rosedale: Mann: F.
View, Prairie View; April 6-7, Al- opinion, and so are others, that the Chicagoans had a 16-point lead. thing to show us against a college
Pineland clinched the Class B guard, B. Harris, was outstanding Stanton (Tyler), Fairfield, and Center: Canady C. Fairfield: Pat"whole
a
our
sent
back
lose
Text
his
quintets
he
13-14,
college
Then
,
team
aces
(3)
April
and not get licked by some state title in a 52-51 thriller in the ' in handling the ball.
corn, Southern;
Center for their match in final terson C. Liberty; and Ev..• (I.
as, Tyler. Texas: April 20-21. Bish- parcel" of prestige when they are into the game when the State quin- former high school players. We first of the two division finals held
Pineland had previously defeated plat-. while Daingertield dropped Daingerfield.
op Southern; April 24, Xavier, made monkies out of by former tet began closing the gap. (4) haven't forgotten the year Ted Saturday night
CLASS It
at Prairie View Stanton in the quarterfinals, 80- Luling, Kendleton, and Liberty.
Southern; April 27-28, Arkansas high school players who have eigh. times in a row, Willie Jones, Wright brought his Xavier univerSamuels. F. Tere!.11• Davis. F.
A
and
M
college.
48,
Massey
Lake,
and
71-53,
haven't
in
been
the former Englewood high school sity quint to Chicago and w a s
Other flassAtoami, siaytiis in
State, Southern; May 3-4, Lang- flunked out of or who
La'o'
'.1
Ma-se'
or;
C. J. Thomas, state director of their drive for the title. Teneli.i the state meet were West, Linder, : Winiasa.s
player took rebounds and hatted soundly whipped by a freshmen
ston, Southern; Xavier. New Or- able to get to college.
C.. .e.„.'university's
State
Tennessee
the
ball
back
through
for
the
net
outfit
from
a
North side college.
the League at Prairie View award- dropped Douglassville. 55-37, a n d Grovelon, Giddings, Plano, La- et., G. Pict
leans.
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District Two Tourney
In Play At Mt. Pisgah
i the District Two tournament of In the girls division the standRegion Three is being playtd at ings are — /ft. Pisgah, Barrett's
XL Pisgah school this week. It , Chapel, Geeter and Harrold.
StItrted yesterday, and will close
Geeter Girls met Harrold girls
out Saturday night.
In Wednesday night play while
' Team standings in the Jeague Woodstock boys played Mt. Pisfor boys were in the following or- gah.
der — Geeter, Harrold High, Bar- Thursday night play has Barrett's Chapel, Woodstock and Mt. rett's girls against Woodstock girls
at 7 p.m. and Harrold boys against
se risgah.
Barrett's boys at 8:15.
Friday night Mt. Pisgah girls
take on the winner of the GetterHarrold game at 7 d.m. and the
• • I
Geeter boys go against the winner of the Woodstock-Mt. Pisgah
match.
Consolation games will be played Saturday afternoon, the girls
game beginning at 2 p.m. and the
boys at 3:15.
The District title will be won
Saturday night in games starting
NEW YORK—(INS I—The men for the girls at
p.m. and for
swim run amateur tennis are hayboys at 9:15.
.3,ng their troubles. Ulf Schmidt, a theSearcy
Harris is tourney direc:22-year-old toy salesman from
tor, R. J. Roddy, president.
- -Sweden made off with the U. S.
Indoor tennis championship Sun-day and Monday two of Uncle
•
Sam's touring net stars were
"grounded"
Europe.
The U. S. Lawn Tennis association has ordered Hugh Stewart of
San Marino, Calif., and Tony Vincent of New York temporarily out
of action in Europe. It seems the
two players failed to notify the
International Play rommittee on By ALEXANDER DELOACII, JR.
The Hamilton Wildcats baskettheir overseas schedule.
ball team, unlimbering two big
' Canada•s first national park, guns, defeated the Manassas TiBanff, with 2,564 square miles, was gers last Thursday night 49-47 in
the Manassas gym.
set aside in 1885.
Both teams fired accurately but
the visitors had more shots and a
slightly better percentage of field
goal successes.
AUTOS - FURNITURE
Manassas took a 13 to 12 lead
1 to the sidelines at the end of the
EQUIPMENT
I first period.
•
But the Hamilton Wildcats
There is a reason why people
bounced back and K. C. Chandler
Like to do business with u. It
and George Bradley paced the atis our prompt, friendly service, tack to give the visitors a 24-19
courteous treatment and desire i edge at the half point.
Near the end of the game Mato help you.
nassas went out from again, 45•
42, but the Wildcats were able to
push through seven quick tallies
to wrap it all up.
K. C. Chandler dropped in 30
FINANCE COMPANY
points for high honors and Mar152 MADISON AVL
vin Doggett and Sylvester were
high for the Manassas team with
PHONE JA 5-7614
10 each.
Hem. Owned • Heat. OPeratiod
Mansassai rubbed Hamilton 6442 in a B-team exhibition.

,iHalt Tour
• Of Stewart
And Vincent

CONGRATS are paid the team
captains of the Booker T.
Washington Warriors by Prof.
Blair T. Hunt, principal, dur:
ing an assembly Friday when
the student body and faculty
gave the two championship

teams a round of applause.
From left are Coach Bill
Fowlkes, L. C. Gordon, captain of the A team and Prof.
Hunt, and Rocky Jefferson,
captain of the B Team. The
Warriors have won the prep

THESE cheerleaders helped
lend inspiration to the team
all year and Friday led the

cheering when the two teams
were presented. From left are
Misses Carole Hooks, Claude!!

CHAMPS, TOO are th ese
members of the Booker T. B
team. Front, from left. are:
William Perry, William Pep.

per, Rocky Jefferson, John
Taylor and B. J. Robinson.
Back row are Kenneth Cade,
a trainer: John Heard, Thorn-

Works. Lucille Banks a a
Mar) Ann Thomas.

league title six years straight
and finished undefeated this
season. Coach Fowlkes is los.
ing just three players from
his young squad.(Newson Photos)

amdton Gets
Ma nassas
In Close Tilt

p
, r ast

LOANS

BTW Takes City Loop It All In

DIXIE

CLUB DELISA
HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH AT WILSON

as Lomax, Earl Garmon, John
Murphy, Ernest Williams and
Leonard Draper, a trainer.
(New son Photos)

CAGE TITLE MONOPOI.ISTS
— Washington's Warriors have
held a firm grip on the Memphis Prep League title for the
past six years and even though
they had a young team this
season they came through for

Coach Bill Fowlkes without
losing a game. Front left to
right are Melvin Burgess. How.
ard Mathis, Lawrence Frank•
lin and Isadore Davis. Back
row — Larry Williams, Roos.

evelt Tennione, Richard Mason, Charlie Fobbs, John Gray,
L. C. Gordon, team captain.
George Oliver, who was injured in a game in Nashville,
is not seen,

By ALEXANDER DELOACH, .111.! Washington was still out front.
Upset-minded Douglass forced Later in the week they completed
Booker T. Washington into two the prep season undefeated, their
overtime periods last week before ' sixth straight city title.
the ambitious Red Devils allow- DOUGLASS AHEAD
ed the still undefeated Warriors to
The Red Devils took off to a
claim a hard fought victory, 79-73. four point lead as the game openThe final score does not quite ed, William Kincaid and Thomas
tell the story of how close Coach McDonald doing the scoring. L. C.
A. D. Miller and his Red Devils started the point-making for Bookcame to knocking Coach B i 1 1 er T. but the Red Devils were
Fowlkes' Warriors from their un- still putting on the pressure at the
beaten perch in the Prep league. end of the first quarter, trailing
But when the last whistle 'blew, 12-11.12-11.

Pollet Will Help
Sox Marion

SOONER OR LATER YOU'LL
BE OUR GUEST!

•
EXCLUSIVE

TAMPA, Fla. — (INS) — Marty
Marion, Chicago White Sox manager, continued workouts Monday
for veteran former National league
southpaw hurler Howie Pollet.
Marion has this to say of the
former Chicago Cub:
"I think Pollet will help us. He
knows how to pitch, he can get
the ball over and he has courage.''

BAMBO
O
ROOM
,_LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

1676 Wilson At Highway 51

STARTS
SUNDAY
MARCH 4

Booker T. turned on the heat It
the second frame and the Red Devils, appeared to be out of it. By
halftime the Warriors were out
front, 37-29.
The Red Devils, spurred by Kincaid and James Yates, started
moving again in the third. By this
close of this quarter the Red Devils were again breathing down
the hack of the champs, 53-51.
Both teams went to work in
oru rT
glatshse outscored
th. antod
B
thoeokfe
bring
a tic-all at the end of regulation
play. It was 65-65.
When the first extra thres minutes were over, the game was
still tied, 69-all.
Booker T. took it in tho final
playoff.
The Booker T. B squad, also
champs in their division, defeated
the Douglass team, 49-34.

ileAftoDAISY

CICIY

vo

S tbe

ARE YOU WORE() ABOUT
A NEW SUIT? BF WISE!

SEE SODDEN Cr COMPANY, INC. First,
We Can Save You Money on Your
Garments. Suits Personally Designed
and Tailored to Your Individual Tastf..
—X
We Also Give Quick Service On Cut-Trim and
Make Garments at Prices to Your Liking.
Coll Us Today!

Call 37-5425 or Step

in at 542 Vance Avenue, Memphis

FORMER TENNESSEE cage
stars honored — President W.
S. Davis presented athletic
awards of merit to Joshua
"Josh" Grider (left) a n d
Clarence Wilson, former Tennessee State university cage
stars, just before the Harlem
Globetrotters made their initial appearance at the Nashville institution last week. Now
top players with the Globetrotters, Grider and Wilson (na•
tives of Kansas and Kentucky
respectively) received t h u n•
derous ovations as they were
cited for their superior contributions to American youth
by distisguishine themselvec
in both collegiate and proles.

sional basketball and for their
distinctive performances a s
ambassadors of better human
relations. (Clanton III Photo)

Puerto Rican Lad
NEW YORK — An unidentified
Puerto Rican hoy .who dropped a
''cherry bomb' from the balcony
of a Spanish - American movie
house onto orchestra patrons was
sought by New York police Monday.
The explosion injured five women and sent the t'neatre's 400 patrons into a near panic Sunday.
The audience had been watching
a film entitled, 'If I Should Die
Tomorrow."

•

be" tea under1"

'MESA, Ariz, — (INS) — Minor
injuries plagued the Chicago Cubs
Monday, with three players temporarily sidelined.
Sore arms are bothering Bob
Speaks., first baseman, and Benny
Banks a second baseman and
brother of star shortstop Ernie
Banks. Outfielder Ed Haas has a
charley horse in his right leg.

MADAM
BELL
Greatest Palmist

op

0
be,1*
d_ e•;tiler
narfw or_ 0=

Injuries Plague
The Cubs' Training

ARTHUR I. WHITE IR.,
Owner and Manager

3
BIG
DAYS!

, 41.

SIERUN6 HAYDEN
COMING WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY!
Jack Palance and Shelley Winters

The one that you all know
that use to live at the Mississippi State
line will close her office now and will
not give readings. Due to the bad weather she is unable to build her home.
Be sure to watch the Tri-State Defender or The Memphis World newspapers for the opening date. She'll open
again when the weather is good and
will notify you where her new office
will be.

MADAM BELL WILL HAVE NO
daughters or sisters reading for her while
her office is closed. Don't be misled by
others. She will notify you of the new location and opening date through the TriState Defender or The Memphis World.

I Died A Thousand Times
CinemoScopo and Color!
The Old West when guns roared
and a gang of desperadoes were
apt to take over and run a town
unless there were ni e n brave
enough to stop them is told in the
exciting new western, "Top Gun."
a United Artists release opening
Sunday at the NEW .DAISY Theatre for a 3 clay showing.
Sterling Hayden has the starring
role as a gun fighter come back
to warn his home town of an impending raid by a gang of marauders, against whose vicious tactics
the little village is ill-equipped.
Since Hayden's behavior in that ,
town (he was reputed to have '
killed several men — which later
turned out to be in self-defense)
is suspect, his help is not only
refused, but he is given just a few
hours to get out of the city.
William Bishop, as leader of
the town council, heads the opposition to Hayden. Karen Booth is
cast as a young girl Pod. Bishop
and Hayden are interested
in.
Regis Toomey plays the role of »
bartender who befriends Hayden,
and helps him trap the ringleader
of the outlaws, a role played by
John Dehner.
Richard Scheyer and Steve Fisher wrote the screenplay from the,
latter's story. Ray Nazarro ch.!
reeled the film,

STERLING HATCH!).
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Don't be afraid to be friendly, for
By CARLOTTA STEWART
young women sometimes have to
Musing
Too many of us look upon auto- go more than half way. And, of
mobiles and plumbing as civiliza- course, if your attention pleases
tion which they are not, save in- him, you will know it.
sofar as they give us more time
for the things of the spirit and
the mind. The vast mechanical
advances of our times are not to
be underestimated, but once they
seem to be all-important, civilization itself begins to whither and
standards of ethics and honest behavior to suffer corruption. Honor,
decency, a sense of true values,
real Christian behavior — these
things are not to be manufactured
on the assembly line.
Dear Carlotta:
One of my girl friends is twofaced. When she is with me she
will be nice, but when she gets out
t king Carmen Basilic, shako
of hearing distance, she tears you
TITLE AT STAKE—Johnny Saxton. (left) and welterweigh
in that city on March 14. Giving his
apart from head to toe. When she
after contract ceremonies in Chicago for a title bout
sponsoring International Boxing
learns you like a certain boy, she
blessings to the match is Truman Gibson. secretary of the
s. while &milks left
headquarter
training
establish
to
City
Windy
will try her best to steal him. She
club. Saxton remained in
his Syracuse. N. Y. (Newspress Photo).
succeeds most of the time. Everyfor
As we enter the month of March,
one likes her, but all would like
your Red Cross. March
remember
her to change. We are careful not
month and
to say anything about another is National Red Cross
I'm sure you will want to give
person to her. — Confused.
your contribution. Also in March
Dear Confused:
were founded and
Best you also keep three feet the Girl Scouts
celeIn distance from her. We suggest scouts all over the nation will
Week.
Scout
Girl
brate
that you have as little to do with
In February National Boy Scout
this girl as possible for your own
five
sake and peace of mind. Be friend- Week was observed and the
not
were
Jackson
in
troops
Negro
no
means
ly, but at a distance. By
uniforms
let her know much about you ... behind. Scouts wore their
daily and took part in programs
This type is dangerous
at various schools acquainting stuDear Carlotta:
creed.
I am a girl 13: I like a boy 15. dents with the Boy Scout
Pack
A farm machinery school will will receive much valuable infor- !self with it, is better prepared to
I would like to know whether he Then there is a Cub Scout
into be held at the Shelby county Pen• mation from the capable instruc- face the changing agricultural situdivided
is
which
Jackson
in
find
I
How
can
likes me or not.
groups. The pack is composed of al Farm March 1-3. The first day tors, on safety and the use of ma- ation. Many farmers travel many
out? A. B.
the younger boys who will some of the school will be held for Ne- chinery on highways and farms. miles seeking information that will
Dear A. B.
The gro 4-11 Club boys, NFA boys and
Other timely tips will be dis- help them to do a better lob ocl
If he singles you out to talk day be scouts themselves.
program
a
presented
Cub
Scouts
adult farmers throughout t h e cussed relatively to servicing the their farms, to increase their inwith you or shows you any ungeneral care and what is new in come and efficiency.
usual attention, he does like you. at Lincoln Elementary school county.
machinery for farm people.
which was arranged by D e n
farm
The agricultural Extension Serv9:30
at
The meeting will begin
fine time for farm- ice is delighted in bringing these
Chief, Charles Bigby, a Boy Scout
1, both junior and This will be a
March
m.
a.
ers to ask questions about the op- ;tiuhly trained individuals to the
and sophomore at Merry High
adult farmers who plan to attend
eration of the various kinds of farmer in Shelby County, to help
school. The very efficient scoutmachines that many of them have them solve some of the many probmasters are Robert Bowman,
invested several thousands of dol- lems that confront them relative
James E. Polk, J. Hunt and Homer Bowers.
lars in.
to farm safety and maintenance
ATTEND UNCA MEET
We hope that all sections of the of farm machinery.
Chester Visor. A prize was
Mrs. Essie M. Perry has returncountry will be represented at this
awarded the winning couple.
I hope you will be present Mr.
of Lane college
the
campus
to
school. Information is an imported
James T. Walker is president
stuA
—
D.
C.
ON,
WASHINGT
Farmer.
This will be a -very profa very delightful meeting in
ant factor in successful farming.
of the Bluff City Council of
dent in the College of Liberal Arts after
the
'table
attending
day
Pa.,
hintThe
,
who
fortifies
for you.
farmer
Philadelphia
M.
0.
and
Mrs.
Civic clubs
at Howard university will live
•
alumni meetBrown served as chairman of
abroad this summer as a result United Negro college
college,
Lane
She
ing.
represented
the enjoyable ball. Working
of a scholarship, Dr. Armour J.
with Mrs. Brown were Mrs. Blackburn, dean of students, an- one of the 31 Negro colleges which
By BILLIE WILLIAMS
benefit from the United Negro ColJosephine Winbush, Frank Kilnounced.
One of the keynote
patrick, Mr. Davis, Howard
The scholarship is for $750 and lege Fund.
Jackson and Mrs. Ruby D. will cover the cost of travel and speakers was Dr. E. D. PatterSunday, March 4, has been set
son, founder of the United Negro
Spight. (Withers Photo)
living expenses for a 10-week
Veterans Sunday of which the
for
College Fund. Mrs. Perry, along
period. It is being sponsored by
Benefit, Inc., will give a
Veterans
with some 125 representatives
the Experiment in International
consisting
PINEAPPLE RICE CREAM
campusese discussed large spiritual program,
college
from
known
Living, and financed jointly by
well
most
the
of
some
of
Cook until rice is sat:
alumand
utilise
to organize
The Experiment and the College how
of the City
singers
talented
and
1-2 cup rice
resources.
of Liberal Arts Student Council at ni
Memphis and abroad.
2 1-2 cups milk
If you are getting worn out with rice used In the recipe Is cooked
Lane college alumni Is doing a of
Howard.
are asking that all Veterans Winter and slushy weather, fight in milk. Pineapple, cherries and
We
1-3 cup sugar
to
is
goal
main
but
the
job
good
will
scholarship
Recipient of the
and their families please conic and back by serving a dessert with marshmallows are added and the
1-4 t, salt
do a better one.
have a choice of living in one of
join us in this affair, Non-Vet- the touch of Spring.
result is a dessert that eirrios its
Take mixture from heat and cool 13 foreign countries, Austria, Bri- OMEGAS ELECT
also invited to attend, Pineapple Rice Cream is just own weight as far as food value
in the erans are
evening
last
Thursday
On
until chilled. Add to mixture:
d,
tish Isles, Denmark, Finlan
you may tell the Veterans that kind of dessert, besides it is concerned. Milk you see can
1-2 pound marshmallows, cut in
room of the I. B. Tig- so that
France, Germany, Holland, Italy, conference
you know about us. We will also makes good use of three U. S. D.A. play an important part in desserts.
of
members
building,
rett
Science
pieces
Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzeras guest speaker the Presi- plentifuls.
too. To eat-Pineapple Rice Cream
the graduate chapter of Omega have
1-2 cup crushed pineapple
land, and Yugoslavia.
the Veterans Be!t, Inc.
of
dent
A dessert for the family that is is to experience an eating treat.
officers
elected
Psi
Phi
fraternity
1-2 cup candied cherries, cut in
Liberal arts students in their for the
Estes, whom I am sure nourishing and yet will prove ex- ' From the children to the oldest
fiscal year of 56-57 at their Atty. J. F.
half
freshmen, sophomore and junior
will never forget after this citing to eat, is a good goal for member of the family, It will be
you
the
Accepting
business meeting.
Pile into sherbet or parfair years are eligible. Applications chair from S. H. Branough is W. great Sunday. His subject will be any mother. Everyone expects a eaten with satisfaction isnd enjoyglasses and garnish with cherries must be submitted by March 1, E. A. McKissack, local dentist. "The Negro's Future In T h e special treat at the conclusion of ment.
South." This event will be held the meal, yet a dessert should ofor nuts if desired. Serve very and the name of the recipient will
McKissack has worked earnestly
be announced in April.
cold. Serves 6.
at the Abe Scharff Branch YMCA; fer something more than just leaswith Omega since being in JackLinden and Lauderdale Streets. tire. When planning meals, many
The new airport here, opened
son and spearheaded many proThe program will commence at things must be taken into consider- in 1952, is generally believed to
jects which have succesfully been
2:30 p.m. Admission free.
ation. First of all, the food reput over. Other officers to serve
"Attention, All members of the quirements of each and every be the second largest in the U. 3.
with him are James F. Hughes,
Veterans Benefit, inc."
member of the family is of utmost
vice basileus; George Thacker,
We now have a collecting sys- importance. Then food that the
M.
A.
Seal;
and
of
records
keeper
tem for the purpose of collecting family likes and will enjoy must
Dobbins, corresponding secretary;
dues. Each member in the organiz- be fitted into the meal pattern.
CALL
J. W. Patton, keeper of finance;
ation has been assigned to a col- Attractively served food also helps
Alton Jarmon, chaplain; Marvin
:
to
come
lecting agent who will
the family to enjoy meals more.
Cathey, keeper of peace; S.
home once a month for your . Pineapple Rice Cream, looking
153 N. CLEVELAND
Branough chapter editor, and Earl your
at
them
pay
may
you
or
dues,
PHONE BR 6-6041
is
it
when
of
Spring
like
a
breath
.
M. Shaw, neophyte commandant
home office, or at the Vet- served, is a good dessert for the
Over 30 Years
Omegas are now in the process our
Benefit meeting on Monday family, along with being tasty. The
of encouraging high school seniors erans
mights at the YMCA. All members
to enter their annual scholarship
are urged not to pay anyone your
•
esay contest.
•
that does not present you
(Ines
Last Sunday afternoon Dr. and
an authority letter signed by our
Mrs. W. R. Bell and Mrs. Mollie
and sealed with our
D. (Chick) Alexander were the president
seal.
organization
dinner guests of Mrs. Bernice Lu-It has everything.
For any information come by
cas in her home on S. Cumberland
5,
Suite
Beale,
145
office at
Your Majesty.
al Mrs. Alexander, who was en- our
call JA 6-3609, After 7 p.m.
route to Chicago spent several or
reporter at JA 6-8156.
:.our
call
Great place for the
days in the city as guest of the
See you next week.
Bells. She had been to New Or-

Down On The Farm
By

MARTHA
AND
GEORGE
Washington were depicted by
these couples representing various civic clubs at the GeorgWashington Ball sponsored b.
the Bluff City Council of Civic clubs. The well-attended
event was held at the Firestone Recreation hall. Seated
left to right are William Terrell and Miss Anna B. Moore,
and the winning couple Miss
Ruthie Lee Sawyer and John-

ie LaGrone, of the Orange
Mound Civic club. Second row
left to right Miss Barbara
Jeans and Thomas Kilpatrick,
48th Ward; Miss Martha Nell
Brittenum and Jesse Marshall,
Berclair civic club, and Miss
Earnestine Barnes and Thur.
man Dockery, 60th ward. Third
row, same order, Fleming Anderson and Miss Addie Robinson, Mt. Pisgah • Cordova,
Miss Earline Canady a n d

Grant Open For
Howard Student

Ernest Brazzle

VETERANS'
RIGHTS

.`74 mfr

`71‘11

YWA

C
a
i:11ect
IlI
(
liii!.

The CLUB EBONY
• SPECIALIZING IN GOOD FOOD •
SEAFOODS - STEAKS - CHOPS
SHORT ORDERS - SANDWICHES
ORCHESTRA - DANCING NIGHTLY
Catering To Parties And Clubs
ANDREW MITCHELL, OWNER

500 Beale Avenue

IA 5-2873

Electrical Wiring
FRED C. JONES

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34-5557
alas
4

SUNDAY SCHOOL ROYALTY
— Little Helen Bond smiled
charmingly as she was crowned Queen of Ward Chapel Sunday School, by retiring queen
the culmination activities of
the contest held Sunday, Feb.
12. Also shown are Patsy Joe
Took (far right) second prize,
and Michael Matlock, third

prize winner. H. W. .1 r mstrong, superintendent of Sun.
day School is shown with the
group. Total amount raised
in the drive held only among
kindergarten
primary and
groups was $9.39. Res. A. D.
Brown is pastor. (Withers Photo)

Announce New Way To
Shrink Painful Piles
Does Both—.
Science Finds Healing Substance That
ds
Hemorrhoi
nks
Pain—Shri
Relieves
problem!" And among these sufNew York, N. Y. (Special) —
were a very wide variety
ferers
has
science
time
For the first
conditions,some of
hemorrhoid
of
substance
healing
found a new
standing.
years'
20
to
10
to
ability
astonishing
with the
All this, without the use of
relieve
to
and
hemorrhoids
shrink
narcotics, anesthetics or astrinpain —without surgery.
of any kind. The secret is
gents
after
case
hemorrhoid
In one
healing substance (Bionew
a
improvestriking
"very
another,
discovery of a worldDyne•)—the
verified
and
reported
ment" was
institution. Alresearch
famous
.
observations
by doctors'
is in wide use
Bio-Dyne
ready,
promptly.
relieved
was
Pain
tissue on all
injured
healing
for
pain,
relieving
gently
And, while
body.
the
of
parts
retraction
or
reduction
actual
This new healing substance is
(shrinking) took place.
in suppository or ointmont
offered
all—this
of
amazing
most
And
Preparation Ii.' Ask
called
form
in
maintained
was
t
improvemen
sealed convenient
individually
for
observations
doctors'
where
cases
H suppositories or
Preparation
of
period
a
over
continued
were
Preparation Il ointment with spemany months!
cial applicator. Preparation H is
thorso
were
results
In fact,
to
sold at all drugstores.Satisfaction
able
were
sufferers
ough that
guaranteed or money refunded.
ts
ingstatemen
astonish
such
make
•ain. t. s. Tit. 05.
a
be
to
ceased
have
as "Piles

leans attending the famed Mardi
Gras. She said the rains really
came but the time she had was
swell.
Mrs. Georgia Adkins, owner of
George Anna Beauty Shop, is winter vacationing in Detroit, Mich.
with her nieces.
THE NEWS IN SPORTS
This is the week of the District
3 Tournament at West High school.
Participating teams are %V e s t
High, Merry High, Central High
and Stegall High. First place

wife and kids."

teams are West High girls at Denmark and Central High boys of
Alamo. Both boys and girls teams
at Merry high are up for second
place.
At the National Guard Armory
on March 1, 2 and 3, the first
and second place winners of District 3 tournament will meet in
the Regional Tournament. This
meet will determine who will go to
the State Tournament in Nashville.

GRADE

CARS — TRUCKS
ALL MAKES -- MODELS

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.

67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

Long Distance
puts you In loUch, Paster
PONCE DE LEON would hove agreed'
A long Distance call can be os refreshing
rya tf•• Fountain oi Youth. Satisfying, too.
Easy to make. And se low :n cost.
kart there somisone you d like to call
ricks

Cal by Nvrnber — It's Twic• AJ Fos,
SOUTHEUN WILL TOILIIPHONli
AND

TneomArr

e OILP A WY

16

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

David Earl Wilson, a son, to W.
H. and Charlene Wilson, of 563
Lion ct.
Brenda Kay Faulkner, a daughter, to Washington and Rowena
Faulkner, of 2789 Hale.
FEBRUARY 23, 1956
Jon Gregory Richardson, a son,
to Jessie C. and Velma Richardson, of 2777 Hosleh
Betty Jean Moore, a daughter,
to James and Margaret Moore, of
2690 Spottswood.
KROGER
Alberta Patterson, a daughter,
to Joe L. and Rosetta Patterson,
of 1338 Arkansas.
Ira Earl Bradford, a son, to William and Ethel Bradford, of 3499
Weaver rd.
Dorn At John Gaston Hospital
Anthony Hassell, a son, to Sid- Jessie Lee Shields, a son to Ed- John Henry Thorn, a son, to
BALG
B.
FEBRUARY 18, 1956
ney L. and Alma Hassell, of 244 die and Mary Shields, of 3058 Say Isaac and Lena Bell Thorn, of 1420
Alfonzo Ratliff, jr., a son, to Al- Pauline Circle.
rd.
Tunsta.
PLAIN OR S. R.
fonso and Rosie Ratliff, of 930 N. Shirley Ann Mays, a daughter, Lois Jean Valentine, a daugh
- A son, to Willis and Pearie
Front.
FINE QUALITY
to Roy and Mary Mays, of 1378 ter, to James and Dorothy Val- Johnson, of 997 E. Peach.
Ulysses Taylor, jr., a son, to College.
Pearl Lueinda Tenon, a daughlentine, of 702 Gills.
Ulysses and Alma Taylor, of 476 Odis Seulla
rk, jr., a son, to Odis Deborah Ann Smith, a daughter, ter, to Charles E. and Laberta
Frazier.
and Ruth Seullark, of 55 Edsel. to John W. and Corene Smith, of Terroll, of 716 Lynan.
Donald Randolph, a son, to BenJohnny Lee, a son, to James
jamin and Catherine Randolph of Harold Lynn Whooper, a son, to 1320 Brown.
and Minnie Lee, of 161 Caldwell.
Norwo
od
and
Paulin
Carol
e
Whoop
Alicia
er,
Carter
daught
of
Olymp
,
a
er,
ic.
925
to John M. and Norma Jean Car- Randy Melvin Sudberry, a son,
Sandra Kay Vann, a daughter. 135 Modder.
to Thomas H. and Wilma Sudberto Ernest and Rowenia Vann, of Yvonne Taylor, a daughter, to ter, of 333 Decatur.
ry, of 2148 Person.
Jack
and
Bellev
Rosie
Vivian
Taylor
ue.
1446 N.
Eileen Sharp, a daughter, A daughter, to Lee and Gonzel
, of 1420
PLAIN OR S. R.
aRickey Crawford Harris, a son, Stonewall.
to William T. and Melissa Sharp, la Williams, of 5093 High rd.
to Jack and Rosetta Harris, of Ira Lee Harris, a daughter, to of 1719 LaPaloma.
Rose Marie Echols, a daughter,
Joe L. and Emma Harris, of 77 Ernestine Price, a daughter, to
1992 Frisco.
to Emon E. and Rosie Lee EchMarsha
ll.
Walter L. and Nella Price, of 163 ols, of 30 Flynn,
Sheree Triena Siggers, a daughter, to Roosevelt and Alice sig. Mose Franklin Stewart, a son, Ingle.
Jessie Hewing, jr., a son, to
to John H. and Flossie Stewart, Dorothy Denise
gers, of 118 E. Farrow.
Tanksley, a Jessie and Mary Hewing, of 711
of
206
Herna
ndo.
Samuel L. Young, a son, to Elidaughter, to Amos and Maxine
jah and Rosie Young, of 2249 Kerr.1 FEBRUARY 22, 1956
Tanksley, of 1473 Wabash.
Mary Lou Wofford, a daughter,
Vanessa Hamilton, a daughter, James Charles Brown, a son.
Anthony Angelo Winfrey, a son, to Robert and Lee Doris Woffor
d,
Eddie and Lou Ella Hamilton, of Emory and Susie Brown, 1270 to Orthy L. and Betty
Winfrey, of of 313 Rod Oak.
Ethel.
557 N. Fourth.
970 Leath.
James Lee Everett, a son, to
1, 26" Carpenter's Cross Saw.
Earlean Cathy, a daughter, to Stanley Edward Smith, a son, to
Ira Jean Brunsom, a daughter, Freddie L. and Lula Mai Ever$3.50 Value
ONLY $1.88
Elihu and Mary Cathy, of 1049 Richard and Virginia Smith, of 985 to Rogers and Florence
Brunsom, ett, of 678 Hanley.
2. 16 oz. Drop Forged Hammer.
Leath.
Hamilton.
of 2418 Deadriek.
FEBRUARY 24, 1956
$2.50 Value.
Carolyn Ann Rainey, a daughter,
ONLY $1.88
to Melvon C. and Juanita Rainey,
Lester Taylor, a son, to Linsey
3. Set of 3 Paint Brushes. $2.50
Tops Garden Card • •
of 752 Eastmoreland.
Minnie Taflor, of 1974 Boyle.
Value.
ONLY $1.88
By Ed Igoe and
Donald Williams, a son, to
Rozell Ross, a son, to Eddie and
4. Set of 3 Adjustable Wrenches.
James A. and Dora Williams, of
Assie Mae Ross, of 4715 Dodd rd.
$2.75 Value.
ONLY $1.88
1231 Weakley.
Andre Kay Bailey, a daughter,
S.
10" Vise Grip Wrench. $2.25
••• 7-/•?C'
Johnny Lee Hampton, a son, to
to Willie E. and Sandra Bailey,
Value.
BO
Sammie and Ida Mae Hampton,
of 732 Bey.
ONLY $1.88
YS•
•••7-04,-S c5A,DEAJ.S.1/0,:<1
of 2225 Curry.
6. Electris Soldering Iron. $2.50
Ronald Randolph, a son, to TheVS.
77-44
Dewayne Orville Daniels. a /1-1EX/CA.1./ /35-La.
odore R. and Josephine Randolph,
Value.
ONLY $1.88
OPPOS/TE
eon, to James R. and Jean Dan- BABY t.545QUEZ..44AR Z••
of 995 Seattle.
7. Set of 6 Power Bits. $2.50 value.
STYLES
iels of 640 King Road.
A son, to Willie F. and Rosie
MAKE
ONLY $1.88
Neal, of 85 Vance.
Brenda Debris McGowan, a
Ts,e68. So of 3 Pliers. $2.98 Value.
BEST
daughter, to Robert and Elouise
Sarah Alice Parker, a daughter,
MATCAIES
ONLY $1.88
to Booker C. and Gertrude, of
McGowan, of 1002 Richert.
551 I
9. Set of S Auger Bits. $2.75
Gills.
A son, to Isadore and Connie
Faulkner, of 1551 Carlton.
Sarah Delois Neloms, a daughValue.
ONLY ;1.88
ter, to Jessie and Sarah
FEBRUARY 19, 1956
10. Nickel-plated Ratchet Brace.
Nelorn
s,
of 388 S. Lauderdale.
Arthurine Tabor, a daughter, to
$2.75 Value.
ONLY $1.88
A son, to Oscar and May
Arthur and Charlie Mae Tabor,
Fuller, 11. 10" Forged Tinner Snips.
of 67 E. Utah.
of 569 Arrington.
$2.25 Value.
ONLY $1.88
Cynthia Mabon, a daughter, to
12. 14" Stilson Pipe Wrench. $2.98
Samuel and Clara Mahon, of 106
Value.
Delmar.
ONLY $1.88
Jamie Louise Knight, a daugh13. 12" Aluminum Plumb and level.
ter, to Luke and Irene Knight, of
$2.50 Value.
ONLY $1.88
$44 Walker.
NEW YORK - (INS)- Base- 14. 2 Blade Ratchet Screw driver.
Rebinald Leland Hamilton, a
ball's New York Giants compl
$2.50 Value.
eted
ONLY $1.88
13ES7
son, to Sidnejt L. and Louise Hamthe signing of their 39-player
ros15.
FEAT
Z" Bench Vise. $2.50 Value.
21
NEAZ
.
ilton, of 1259lNicholas.
ter.
Right
hande
r Jim Hearn and ,
A ROLIAJL)
ONLY $1.88
Hudson Montgomery, Jr., a son,
outfielder Bill Wells agreed
to
to Hudson and Queen Ester Montterms at the Giants' spring traingomery, of 85 Hernando.
ing base in Phoenix, Ariz.
Joyce Ann Phillips, a daughter,
Two New Yore Yankee pitche
also signed their contracts at rs
to Percy and Augusta Phillips, of
St.
1900 Blair Hunt dr.
Petersburg, Fla. They are lefty
Maurice McDermott, who was
A daughter, to James A. and
acquired recently from the Washin
Lorene Blake, of 2292 Dexter.
gton Senators, and righthander
Derek Andre' Crowder, a son,
Don
Larsen.
••• COSTA S"
to William M. and Oistene Crowc(. V5_
der, of 370 Butler.
C0c....),LiTEAZ
' Henfee Bowles, jr., a son, to
A/
1
4.141C,444./G,
Penfee and Lucille Bowles, of 1460
anz4::‘
Haney rd.
VASQUEZ'
Bus)
", L/GGE
Albert C. Jordan, a son, to
• COSTA
7-y4E Zw0ca.0
George and Rose Ella Jordan, of
VERO BEACH, Fla.-(INS)
.4
,
A2ov
/-S
/A,
a,E A
629 Walker.
Johnny Podres, world series pitchL./.t/6- FO
4./VEC.-1 EVE-AI/A.10
FEBRUARY 21, 1956
ing hero of the Brooklyn Dodgers,
.5-",
,
07A son, to Henry and Mary John,O,OCE,424`
began workouts Monday at his
C.420C414/
son, of 2204 Clayton.
club's training camp.
Podres said he knew nothing of
a reported March 15 selective
service call. He explained: "All
I know is that I intend to play
baseball until they call for me."

Sat., March 3, 1956

Stork Stops

In

mocier
J.

Flour
45C

YOUR DOLLARS BUY MORE
WITH VALUES GALORE
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF
YOUR KROGER STORE!

FINE QUALITY

Tomatoes • • • •

Corn Meal Beans
25 99c
Hominy •
GREATLY REDUCED
Beans
•
AT KROGER
DO IT YOURSELF
Pear Halves
TOOLS
Pineapple
Peas
Corn

FINE

a1tn72-2-eof

New York Giants
Sign All Players

.

II

• • •

All we distill is Kentucky straight
bourbfm.
We know that brurbon of the finest
quality requiies choice grains. That's
all we use. We know it calls for the
greatest skill in distilling. The men
who guide the making of Ancient Age
arc the most experienced in the industry. And it takes lots of time. That's
why we wait six full years for careful
aging to bring the quality ingredients
to their peak 01 maturity.

And to safeguard the uniform quality of Ancient Age, we &still it at one
ordy ...at the Ancient .Vie distillery in Frankfort, Kentkicky ...
the
heart of the bourbon country.
Nothing has been spared to make
Ancient Age the greatest bourbon of
them all. We invite you to try it tonight. After one taste, you'll understand why we can make the challenge:
"lf )011 can find a better bourbon
buy ill'

Laurel
Sliced

Streak
0* Lean

Pig Toils
or Pig Feet

•

I

SWEET TREAT
CRUSHED
ALCO DRY

30
CANS

Miss Katherine Nohelty, candidate for Municipal court judge.
will speak at 8:30 tonight before
a meeting of the 20th ward democratic organization at Carter
school, 58th and Michigan ave.
Miss Nohelty has been endorsed
by the Democratic Central Committee of Chicago.

303
CANS

10 300
CANS

AVENDALE CREAM STYLE
WHITE OR YELLOW

8

Pure

Cabbage

Be a donor

Onions

Fresh
Green

Fresh
Spring

Pineapple

3 29'
100
Lbs

Your
Choice

Fancy
Pip* Colorful

Head

Bunch

5°

290

Each

NO. 303
CANS

50

Lean

4 Fishermen
or FresShore

Lb.

H & G,
Pan Dressed
FresShore
Breaded

1

Lb. $L49
Can IQR

Pkg.

39°
39°

Lb,

15'

Pkg,

49°

Lb.

APPLES

SHOP AT KROGER
FOR GUARANTEED
FRESH PRODUCE

BLOOD

0

No:21/i
CANS

LBS. 25C

is always needed

T AGE DISTILLING CO., FRANKFORT. KY.

I •

FINE
QUALITY

2Lb.. 39 Hog Lard
Lb. 29° Pork Steak
39( Fish Sticks
Lb. 19° Whiting
Lb. 10' Shrimp
Lb 250 Smoked Picnics

VTAASTHE.
RED
DELICIOUS

20th Ward Democrats
To Hear Miss Nohelty

CALL RED CROSS NOW!

ALMA GREEN
& WHITE LIMA

Kroger Cut-up
Tray Packed,
Farm Fresh.
LB.

MILK-FED
BROILERS
lb. 39c

King Cotton
All Meat

Sweet Yams

IIENTICAY STRANNT BOUM wioskn• I YEARS OLD 90 Proof .c-1955 ANCIEN

•

Fryers

Among Utah's first industries
were gristmills and pioneer sawmills.

Kite

1 2cNIA0.N2s.
100
3
5

is

Pure
Pork

NEW YORK - (INS) - Adlai
Stevenson luggested Monday that
the White House call a Meeting of
Southern Negro and white leaders
to "explore ways and means of
allaying" rising racial tensions in
the South.
The Democratic presidential aspirant told newsmen that the controversy over the desegregation
program '' merits the prompt attention of the president."
The former Illinois Governor
was interviewed by newsmen dur
ing his first visit to the Stevenson
for President headquarters in New
York.

BUSH WHITE
OR YELLOW

SHOP
EVERY
DAY
AT
KROGER

Sausage
Bologna
Bacon
Salt Meat
Neck Bones
Pork Roast SP:lie'

Adlai Suggests
Parley On Bias

10 303
CANS

• • • • OR BLACKEYES

•

why Ancient Age can say:

Jesse Dixon. 28, of 331 N. Claremont ave., was burned to death
Sunday night when his home, a
wooden shed, caught fire.

• •

• • i

Podres Starts
His Training Grind

Fire Kills Occupant
Of Wood Shed Home

CUT
GREEN

• a. QUALITY

B

"IF
YOU CAN
FIND A BETTER
BOURBON
...BUY 111"

3

Back Again -To Help You Live
Better for Less!

Lb. 25°

